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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
) Docket Nos . 50-269A,,50-270A

DUKE POWER COMPANY ) 50-207Ai'50-369A
(Oconee Units 1, 2 and 3 ) 50-370A
McGuire Units 1 and 2) )

APPLICANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
REGARDING INTERROGATORY MOTIONS

on January 15, 1974, Duke Power Company (" Applicant")

filed three motions pertaining to inadequacies in interrogatory
/

~~

responses by the Departnent of Justice and the Intervenors.

Applicant hereby submits a compilation of the questions and

responses referred to in the schedules A, B & C attached to the

mctions.~~
,

Respectfully submitted,

George A. Avery

Thomas W. Brunner

WALD, HARKRADER & ROSS
1320 Nineteenth S treet, N.W.

4 Washington, D. C. 20036

/ Applicant's Motion to Establish a Final Date for the
Filing of Supplemental Answers to Applicant's Interrogatories~~

and to Prohibit Use at Hearing of Matters Sought by Said
Interrogatories But Not Timely Submitted; Applicant's Motion
to Compel Responses to Interrocatories by The Department of
Justice; Applicant's Motion to' Compel Responses to Appli-
cant's Interrogatories and Doelment Reques ts to Each Inter-
venor.

__/ All other parties have consented to '.he filing of this
material.
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Schedule A

Responses by the Intervenors
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1.(a) Define the geographic boundaries of each

product market relevant to this proceedi.4g.

(1) If a geographic market boundary cor-

responds precisely to Applicant's service area

provide a map of the service area en which the

Intervenors rely. (The geographic market boundary

then may be defined as "the Applicant's service

area.")

(2) Unless the geographic market boundary

of each product market corresponds precisely to

Applicant's service area, the boundaries of each

geographic market should be indicated on a large

scale map.

(b) As to each product market defined in response

to (a) identify and describe each factor considered in deter-

mining that it is an appropriate market for antitrust analysis

in this proceeding.

(c) As to each geographic market boundary defined

in response to (a) , _ identify and describe each facter con-

eldered in determining that it is an apprinciate market bou dn ary
for antitrust analysis in this proceeding.

.
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1. The product markets relevant to this proceeding are: (i) the '

rceional power exchange tarket; (ii) the wholesale firm power market; and
.

(iii) the, retail firm poner. market, and particularly the large industrial
,

pc.lar submarket.
^

(a) Geographic tcundaries of these markets.,

;
'

(i) The regional pcwer exchange market is a market in such

transactions as exchanges of econcmy energy, short- and long-term pcwer and

energy, emergency back-up service, and various other kinds of transactions
.

customary among utilities engaging in the bulk powe'r business. It is '
-

carried on by means of the transmission systems and interconnections of
,

two or more utilities. Because of the fact that nearly all of tre major

utilities east of the Rocky Mcuntains 3:r: interconnected to a sufficient

degree that they operate in parallel, the thecretical geographic limits of:

the power exchange market cover most of the contiguous United States.;

'

fio.1ever, for purposes of this proceeding Intervenors believe that the
f

relevant recional power exchange market is that encompassing the territories

of the following bulk powar suppliers:
'

. Applicant
.

| Carolina Power and Light Ccapany (CPal) ~

Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCO)!

Ceuth Carolina Electric and Gas Company (SCERG)
South Carolina Public Service Authority (" Santee-Cooper")

.t'

(ii) The wholesale firm power market is the market in which

Intervenors are, presently purchasers from Applicant. It is characterized i

by a single main type of transaction: that in which a utility owning and
\operating bulk power facilities seils firm power at wholesale to ccver all !

the requirements of a retail distribution system. The wholesale firm power
i

market as it exists today for purposes of the proceeding contains only one
.

.
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(1 cont'd) .

seller: Applicant. All of Intervenors purchase all of their requirements

from Applicant. The geographical extcnt of this mrket my be defined as ~

the crea encompassed by Applicant's transmission and subtransmission system,

together with such " fringes" as might reascnably be served by Applicant's

transmission and subtransmission systems, taking into account the economic

and technical feasibility of serving particular loads in such fringes. It

is possible for an additional supplier to enter a carket such as this, if

transmission service (wheeling) can be obtained; this is the case with
'

respect to some distribution utilities (not parties herein) which receive

power from the Southeastern Power Administrati.on over Applicant's trans-

mission system. Inasmuch as the Applicant controls the only transmission

system through which such entry is potentially achievable, it is not

appropriate to extend the boundaries of this market beycnd the area defined

above. i
.

(iii) The retail firm power market and .its large industrial

submarket, for purposes of this proceeding, are generally coterminous with

Applicant's service area; that is, the area encompassed by its existing

wholesale and retail sales, plus such " fringe" areas as it raight reasonably
~

serve, taking into account the economic and technical feasibility of serving

particular loads and any legal constrcints (such as the I; orth Carolina

legislation governing allocation of retail territory) on service at particular

points.

The boundaries of an electric utility's service area are not fixed. The
.

.

question vinether a service area will be extended to include a particular

load depends on the following factors: ;

i-- size of the-load |

I:- distance of the lead from existing facilities i

. . !
1
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(I reat'd) .

4

.
-

-- relation between the cost of necessary new facilities
,

1 and revenues expected from the new load, at the time

the question crises -

.

-- prospects for growth of the new lcad

'
^

j as well as on legal constraints sdch as fanchise conditions, territorial

legislation, etc. Consequently, it is impossible to illustrate precisely
i

on a map the boundaries of a service area without involved studies to

ascertain, inter alia, the pattern of load flows on the existing system,

! the potential ways in which the system's facilities could be expanded

outward, the cost of doing so, and the interaction of these factors with

any legal constraints on retail sales in particular areas. In any event,
.

the size, location, timing, and growth potential of new loads would

necessarily be a matter of conjecture. Intervenors have made no such
, .

| studies, naving neither any reason nor adequate resources to do so.
1

(b) Appropriateness of the enumerated' markets.

(i) The regional power exchange market is relevant to this

| proceeding as a market from which Intervenors and other systems similarly

situated have been totally excluded by the conduct of Applicant, alene or

in conjunction with others. Certain barriers to entry erected by Applicant

have prevented and may in future continue ~to prevent these systems frca

obtaining ownership or control of bulk power facilities. Uithout such

facilities they are not in a position to engage in regional powar exchangei

i transactions. These transactions, engaged in by Applicant, its neighboring .

.

a |

! integrated utility systems, and in indeed, practically all sicilar systems
|

in tha ccentry, are beneficial to the participants because they make possible,

,

e
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(1 cent'd)
.

such economic advantages as reduction of reserves, construction of large

cenerating units, impro/ed reliability, and other econce:ies. In addition
to the barriers to entry erected by Applicant, Intervenors and othar

.

similarly situated systems have been hindered from increasing their loads

and improving their lead factor (thareby c.aking core feasible i.he instal-

lation of generating facilities) by a consistent price squeeze in the
_

relatica between Applicant's wholesale and retail (particularly, large

industrial retail) rates.

(ii) The relevance of the wholesale fira power mar:et to

the present proceeding is deir.cnstrated by the fact that this market is the

one in which Applicant and Intervenors are presently participants. The

pricing' practices of Applicant in this tarket have cade it difficult or
'

impossible for Interrenors to cc:pete for large industrial retail custc ars.

Such custcmers are especially desirable in that they i nrova the load

factor and efficiency of the system and contribute greatly to its total load.

The pricing practices complained of, including the price squeeze referred to

above, have been possible because of the v.onopoly cajoyed by Applicant in
this market.

(iii) The retail firm power rarket, and particularly the

large industrial sub .arket, are appropriate for consideration in this7
.

proceeding because it is in thosa narkets' that AppTicent and Intervencrs

are presently in competition.

(c) Appropriatenass of the market boundaries described.

The description of the regional power exchange tarket as given

in (a)(i), above, is cpprcpriate because the supplier; there list 23 cada up

the fornar CAONA Peal, an instre. entali'.y fur achieving the types of trans-

actions characteristic of the regional ic'c:ar exch'':p r:rket.



. i

(1 cant'd)
.

The geographic definition of the 'choleule firm pcrer market is

discussed in (a)(ii). The geographic descriptica of the retail market is

a.epropriate because all of Ir.tervenors (together with a number of other

s.ull systems similarly situated) lie within Duke's service area and, in

general, ccr. petition for. retail loads exists in the irrcediate vicinity of
such systems.

.
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5. In the Initial Prehearing Statement of the Muni-

cipalities, dated August 9, 1972 (" Initial Statement") , Inter-
,

venors stated that Duke, CP&L, SCE&G and VEPCO "among them-

selves monopolize the generation of bulk power over a. . .
,

substantial area in the Carolinas and Virginia." (p. 3),

_

(b) State whether the quoted statement is intended

to include undeveloped hydroelectric sites.

(f) If the response to (b) is not "no", then as

to each of the following undeveloped hydroelectric project

sites , state whether the Intervenors regard it as being econom-

ically feasible.

(:i cont'd)

(f)- Intervenors have made no study of these sites to determine

their feasibility. He note that Applicant's Vice President, lir.11.5. Lee,

testified to the infeasibility of all, or virtually all, remaining undeyhicped
'

sites in Applicant's area. (Intervenors will furnish' the page citaticas when
1

they receive their cocy of the deposition transcript.

,

t
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!

8. (a) Cite specifically each rate and each provi-

sion in any rate schedule filed by Applicant with the Federal

|
Power Commission or any other regulatory agency which the In-

| tervenors claim to have been anticompetitive.

i (c) As to each rate or provision identified in (a),

state whether the Intervenors contend that Applicant (1) in-
J

| tended the alleged anticompetitive consequences or (2) antici-
'!

pated that they might arise. If the Intervenors contend either

intent or anticipation, identify the specific sources of the

information upon which the Intervenors rely in making such

contention or contentions.

!

!

t

1
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(8 cent'd)
(c) Without attempting to distinguish between intent and anticipaticn

of effect (which distinction is believed to be legally meaningless),

Intervenors do contend th'at as to each of the matters identified above
.

; Applicant intended or anticipated anticompetitive effects. To the extent

that the discovery so far completed permits we here indicite the documents -

.

i .
.~ giving grounds for this belief.

,

,

Document number 33,258 et seq., dated 23 March 1955, demonstrates
,

awareness of the close' relationship between wholesale and retail industrial

rates in the context of public charges that Applicant was pursuing anticcmpeti-

tive ends.
,

'

Document number 33,270 dated 24 March 1955, supp'lements the proceding

item. *

,

Document number 49,979 et seq., dated 24 April 1972, su=carizes Applicant's

position on the price squeeze issue. It appears to be a public statement to

the Edison Electric Institute.
'

Document number 59,842, dated 23 July 1952, reports on a study designed

to estimate the margins available to High point if the city "should serve

these [ industrial] customers at the same rates on which they are now served

by Duke".

.
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. Document number 76,567 et seq., dated 10 Jc .e 1963, considers the

margins available to tha Town of Highlands if served on Duke's municipal
.

wholesale rate', quantifies the increase in the Town's retail rates necessary

to maintain the same cargin as it enjoyed in the past, and comments on tha '

relationship of this sitc= tion to a possible. sale of the Highlands sys' tem to
Applicant.

The matterr " rred to in response t'o other interrogatories (specifi-'

cally, Item 51) regarding Applicant's unwillingness to see publicly owned

systems enjoy the economic benefits of power pooling also tend to shod why

Applicant has' not made coordination services generally available.

Such further specific documents or sources of ~information as may come

to light duri.ng the remaining portion of discovery _uill be furnished as a
.

supplemental response.
-

We may note, in addition to the citations above, t' at Electricities ofh

North Carolina (of which'all of Intervenors are members) has consistently '._,

argued in the various FPC rate cases cited above that Applicant's rates

were anticompetitive in their effect.
.

~ *

: 2 .
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$|$'(c0 To the extent the response to any item listed

in (a) is not "no," identify and describe each factor considered

in determining Applicant's activities with regard to that

item which constituted a sham.

(1) To the extent the factors include actions
of Applicant, the response should include, but not

be limited to:

(i) the representative or representatives

of Applicant and any other entity involved in

the action;

(ii) the specific action or actions that

the Intervenors contend demonstrates the existence

of a sham, the method employed in each action,

and the date of each action;

(iii) as to each action listed in response

i to (ii) a quotation of the precise words relied

upon as demonstrating the existence of a sham

or, if the Intervenors relied on an account or

accounts that does not include a precise quotation,

the text of the account or accounts of the statement

relied upon; and

(iv) the specific sources the Intervenors

rely on in describing the statement.

(2) As to facts that are derived primarily

from objective data about Applicant's operations,

the response should include, but not be limited to:



e ,
.

-39-

(i) a specification of each item of

data relied upon and the source from which it

is obtained; and

(ii) a statement outlining the analysis

by which it is concluded that the data demonstrate

the existence of a sham.

(d) State as to each of the activities cited in

the numbered clauses of subpart (a) of this question, whether

the Intervenors will contend that the activity was an attempt

by Applicant to deny access to others to the legislative or

adjudicatory process.

(e) If the response to (d) is not "no," identify

each action or representation by Applicant that it is con-

tended constitutes or evidences such attempt. As to each

action or representation which allegedly constitutes or evi-

dences such attempt:
.

(1) state each element of the action or

representation that constitutes or evidences

the attempt by Applicant to deny access to

!others to the legislative or adjudicatory process,

(2) identify the source of the information
|

the Intervenors rely upon in making these conten-

Itions, and

' (3) produce all doeurents pertaining to
)

that action or representation and to the factual |



_
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|

i

J
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basis for contending that it evidenced or consti-

tuted an attempt by Applicant to deny access to

others to the legislative or adjudicatory process.

(f) If the response to (d) is not "no,' state

: whether Applicant intended by its activities to deny access
i

to others to the legislative or adjudicatory process.

(9) If the response to (f) is not "no," state

which activities or what incidents the Intervenors contend

demonstrate such intent.--6/

,

I

.
:

I

i

i,- |

|
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(23' cant'd)
,

b(1)-(2) There are two competitive relationships involved in the

appropriations controversy respecting the 1952 and 1953 SEPA proposals:

(1) Applicant's relationship with SEPA as a comoeting supplier of uholesale

| firn power, and (2) Applicant's relationship with Greenwood County Electric
.

Power Comission as a retail distributor of power. As regards the first,

Applicant's vice president, Mr. Cocke, told the Committee in the 1953 hearings

(Intervenors' Exhibit 3 to Initial Prehearing-Statement, at 1542):

We feel that SEPA's continued insistence on an appropriation
for this and other trcnsmissica lines; its request for funds to'

purchase firm stram-generated power for resale, thus filling out
the irregular hydro power produced by the Government hydroelectric

,

plants, and thereby departing, from the mere marketing of energy
. produced at Government dams, into the broad activity of engaging
in the business of purchasing and selling electricity as a business'

enterprise; and finally SEPA's effort to start the line to Greenwood
County in disregard of the instructions frcm Congress with reference
to 'use of the 1952 appropriations for this line, all show a plain
intent on the part of SEPA and the Interior Department to build
an electric trans :ission nctuork in the southeastern pirt of the'

.,

| United States and operate a tax-free Federal power business in
com.)etition with private taxpaying utilities.

As to the second relationship, Mr. Cocke in 1952 made the following statement

(Exhibit 2 to Initial Prehearing Statement, at 1030):

Senator ELLENDER: How much further would you be affected
if they were to connect with the present facilities in Green-
wood? You do not have any there now?

.

Mr. C0CKE: We have some facilities there. We have got scr.e'

' customers out there in the immediate vicinity.

Senator ELLEilDER: You are afraid by permitting the ~construc-
tion of this line it will further decrease your business in regard
to Clark Hill?

.

?!r. C0CKE: It probably would,

the Intervenors' belief regarding the purpose of this opposition is

also confirmed by a state. rent in the Dukc Power I!agazine, which was the subject
:

of a part of- the recent deposition of Mr. J. P. Lucas, Applicant's Vice Pecsi-
s

dent for Publ.ic Affairs. A citation to the page and exhibit number uill be
,

!
*

!

-
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(25 cont'd) ,

, furnished when Intervenors' copy of the transcript of this deposition is

} dhlivered.
1

(3) Until completien of discovery, Intervenors cannot supply the

! answer to this part.

.

4
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28. In the Initial Statement (pp. 6-7), it is

stated " Duke has imposed a price squeeze upon the muni-. . .

cipal systems. "
. . .

(h) Identify and describe all instances known to

the Intervenors, or any of them, in which a wholesale customer

of Applicant has declined to serve a potential industrial

customer or has been unable to serve an industrial customer

because of an insufficient margin between the rate it could

obtain and the cost of electricity obtained from Applicant.

As to each instance:

(1) name the wholesale customer unable or

unwilling to serve and the potential industrial
,

customer involved,

(2) state the date on which service was
sought by or first discussed with the potential

industrial customer,

(3) describe the anticipated maximum demand
|
!

and load factor of the potential is. .' tstrial cus-

tomer,

(4) list each factor known to the Intervenors
to have been considered by either the wholesale

customer or the potential industrial customer in

determining who the retail supplier should be,

(5) identify the sources of the Intervenors'

info;mation relied upon in describing each instance,

and

(6) produce all documents pertaining to each

instance.



__

o ,

'

('Jcont'd)
.

i

.

(g) See previous subitem.

(h) Collection of information on inis point is not yet completed.

He will furnish details of any such instance as a supplemental response as
'

soon as they are availabl.e.

33. (a) State whether the Intervenors contend that
any enactments of the legislatures of North or South Carolina

regarding electric service are invalid under Federal law.
(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," identify

and describe each enactment that is invalid in whole or
in part under Federal law. As to each enactment, the

response should include but not be limited to:
(1) a specific citation to the enactment

and to the provision or provisions that are

invalid, and

(2) a specific citation to the provisions ;

of Federal law that invalidate each provision
Iof a legislative enactment.'

.

i
i

33 and 3?. Pending the ccepleticn of discovery, Intervences are ur.able
'

to state whether any enactments of the legislatures of Marth or South Carolina,-

or any of Applicant's actions undertaken in alleged reliance thereen, violate

fed 2ral lau. Such a determination requires, in Intervences' view, examination ,

1

of the practical effects of the state legislation in question as well as of

the statutory terTs.

The Intervenors will transmit their conclusions, if any, as a supple-

ment to this answer in accordance with the Commissien's Rules of Practice.

, - - _ .- ..- -.
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34(a) State whether the Intervenors contend that
Applicant has entered into any agreement which, although

on its face represents that it is undertaken pursuant to or ,

in anticipation of action by the North Carolina Utilities
Commission or the South Carolina Public Service Commission

or in specific complian*ce with any law of North Carolina or
South Carolina relating to electric service, contravenes Fed-

.

eral law.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," identify

and describe each such agreement that contravenes Federal

law. As to each agreement, the response should include, but

not be limited to:

(1) the name or title of the agreement and

the date on which it was executed,

(2) the other party or parties to the

agreement,

(3) a specific citation to the provision

or provisions that contravene Federal law, and

(4) a specific citation to the provision

or provisions of Federal law contravened.

33 and 34. Pending the completion of discovery., Intervenors are unable

to stata whether any enactments of the legislatures of North or South Carolina,

or any of Applicant's actions undertaken in alleged reliance therecn, violate

Such a determination requires, in Intervenors' view, examinationfederal law.

of the practical effects of the state legislation in question as well as of

the statutcry terms. \

,

*

;

The Intervenors will transmit their conclusions, if any, as a supple-

ment to this answer in accordance with the Commissica's Rules of Practice.
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35. At the prehearing conference on November 17,

1972, counsel for the Intervenors contended (Tr. 191) that

retail territorial assignment pursuant to the statutes of

North Carolina and South Carolina is being used to allocate

wholesale customers between generating utilities. Identify

and describe each instance in which generating utilities in

North Carolina and South Carolina have so utilizeti the retail
territorial assignment statutes. As to each instance, the

response should include, but not be limited to:

(a) The generating utilities so allocating whole-

sale customers;

(b) The wholesale customers allocated;

(c) The title or name of the specific agreement by
,

which each wholesale customer was allocated and the date of

each agreement;

(d) The specific action or actions of each utility

relied upon as demonstrating the intent to allocate wholesale
including the representative or representatives ofcustomers,

each utility taking the a'*. ion, the method employed in the

action and the date of th_ action;

(e) A statement as to each action listed in response

to (d) identifying and describing each factor considered in

determining that the action evidences an intent to allocate
wholesale customers; and

(f) The specific sources that Intervenors relied upon

in describing the allocation of wholesale customers (Tr. 191-

193).

I
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35. Until discovery is completed, Intervenors will not be able to .

state whether such allocations have occurred. As to any instance so

discovered of such allocation, Intervenors vfill provide the requested details
~

in a supplemental response.
~ :

.

I
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36. In the Answer of the Cities to Applicant's. . .

Motion for Protective Order, dated July 30, 1973, (p. 2)

Intervenors contend that the acquisition by Duke of the Uni-

versity of North Carolina " distribution system would have

a substantial adverse affect on competition."

(a) State whether Intervenors will contend that the

acquisition of other suppliers of electricity in its service

area by Apolicant has had a " substantial adverse affect on

competition."

(b) If the answer to (a) is not "no", list each

acquisition by Applicant that the Intervenors contend had

such a substantial adverse effect on competition.

(d) Except for those acquisitions listed in response

to (b), list each acquisition or attempted acquisition of

an electric distribution system or a substantial part thereof

that the Intervenors contend is relevant to this proceeding

and on which the Intervenors intend to rely. As to each par-

tial acquisition, the response should indicate the da~te of

each acquisition. As to attempted acquisitions, the response

should include:

(1) the facilities involved,

(2) the date on which acquisition was j

attempted, |
|

(3) the specific document by which the attempt

was made or, if no such document is known to the

Intervenors, the factual basis on which it was con-

cluded that an attempt was made, and

(4) the date on which the attempt was
if not expressly rejected, lapsedrejected or,

and the specific document, if any, by which the

attempt was rejected.
|
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., ..

(ii) The attempted or contemplated acquisitions of which Inter-
,

I venors have knowledge, and on which they now intend to rely, are:

(i) Applicant's offer, made jointly with Carolina Pouar and Light

Company and South Carolina Electric, and Gas Company, to purchase all the

rural electric ~ cooperatives in South Carolina.

(ii) An offer to acquire the South Carolina Public Service Authority. ~

,

(iii) An apparent intention or plan to acquire all of the " foreign

systems" in Duke's area.

Any further plans or attempts to acquire which Intervenors consider
4

to fit the category requested by this item will be listed in a supplemeritary

response when discovery is further advanced.

(1) In each case, so far as intervenors are aware, Applicant intendad

to acquire all the facilities owned and/or operated by the target system.-

! (2) The offer to purchase all the South Carolina cooperatives was made
..

.

on 20 August 1953. The offer to acquire the South Carolina Public Service

Authority was made 22 July 1954. The plan to acquire all of the foreign

systems in the area appears to have been current in 1950, to judge by the

date of the date of the first document (production number 75,450) discussing

it. Another document (number 75,243) indicates that in 1950 Applicant's

district managers were polled by its general management on the possibility of
,

taking over such systems. That the same, or a similar, policy was in effect

in 1965 app 2ars from a similar memorandum to district managers dated 6 April

of that year (document number 75,465). Whether such policy was directed-

tcward all foreign systems dces not appear from the last two documents, but .

r.o limitations are expressad in them.:

4

.

i

.--
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(35'ccat'd) *

A further memorandum of 16 t!cvember 1960 refers to Applicant's efforts.,
,o

"to acquire as raany foreign electrical distribution systems as possible"

(number 76,738).
'

(3),(4) The documents, other than those cited next above, which

are requested in these subitems have not yet been located. When Intervenors

have done so, they will supple.T.ent this response in accordance with the

AEC Rules of Practice.

.

O
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(.n' cc:1t'd) ).

.

(h) ansvared under (g).

(i) The only document cited herein not obtained from Applicant is.

the Petition to Intervene in Project f:o. 2700, which has been furnished

with the Initial Preheering Statement. Intervenors do not presently know

of any other docucants bearing on acquisiticas (other than those produced

by Applicant), but will furnish any that may come to light.

.

.

b

o
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43.(a) State whether the Intervenors will present

evidence on or inquire into any contracts to which Applicant
is a party or has been a party at any time during the period

of January 1, 1960, to date which Intervenors deem to be full

requirements contracts.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no", identify

each contract as to which Intervenors will present evidence

or make inquir*/. The response should include the caption or

title, date and parties of each contract.

i

.

43. All of the cc.ntracts listed in Er,hibit 8/l are dceced by
.

( Jntervenors to be full r;;quirements contracts. Intervenors may also wish
,

to nuhe inquiry into, cr present evidence on, other contracts between

/,p;'licant and any Intervence (viz., High Point, Lexington, Shelby, Landis,

Albe:Orle, Lincolnts:r, and lionroe) executed on or after 1 Janucy 1960. Tc

the best of Intervencrs' knowledge, these ccatracts (which are executed on _

printed forms) are entitled " Electric Power' Contract", in some cases with

the subtitle "P,esale Service-Municipalities and Public Utility Companies".

Intervenors hava not yet datarmined the specific contracts (by date) which

will be the subject of inquiry or evidence.

If in the further course of discovery any centracts other than the

category described above appears to be a necessary subject of, inquiry or

the presentation of evidence, Intervenors will supplement this response -

accordingly.
(



- _. _ _ _
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45. In the Initial Statement, it is stated that

" Duke has constructed and evidently intends to construct the

nuclear units here at issue in the expectation of enjoying the

same access to the wholesale market." (p. 8) Further, in the

Joint Petition, it is stated "the necessity of large-scale con-

struction permits Duke access to this low-cost source only

through its interconnection and exchange agreements with other

named utilities. . Duke, a giant utility, is unable alone. .

to reap the full economic benefits of nuclear power." (p. 4)

(a) State whether Intervenors contend that access to
the " wholesale market" is a prerequisite to constructing the

Oconee and McGuire units.
(c) If the response to (a) is not "no", describe the

express or implied statement or statements of position by Appli-

cant relied on by Intervenors in making these contentions. As

to each express or implied statement of Applicant relied on,

the response should include but not be limited to:

(1) the representative or representatives of

Applicant or any other entity making the statement;

(2) the specific transaction regarding which

the statement was made, including the name or title

and date of each agreement initiating a transaction

(or if the transaction was not initiated by a written

agreement, a specification of the action by which

the transaction was initiate,d, the method used in
that action and its date) and the general terms of

the transaction as understood by Intervenors;

(3) the specific communication (oral or written)

in which each statement was made, the date of each

communication, and the method employed in the com-

munication;

(4) a description of how the statement relates
j
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. .

;

.,

!

. .

to the degree of reliance that Applicant expects to

i place on the " wholesale market" in the future;

(5) a quotation of the precise words that are*

1

related to the degree of reliance placed by Appli-
cant on the " wholesale market," or if the Intervenors

rely on an account that does not include a preciseI

i

quotation, the text of the account of the statement

relied upon; and

I (6) the specific sources Intervenors rely on

in describing the statement.

N (c) A publication entitled The Duke Pc.ter Stacy, issued by

Appii cat in 1959, describes the CARVA Pool, o' which Applicant was then. f

a r.anber, as enabling utilities to build larger units than would otheraise

be possible. No specific cfficer of Applic:nt u W.:ntifia. as the author

of this statement.
A

Discovery docum:nt nt:-ber 33,320, an internal report of Applicant on
.

proposed generation in 1957-70, expresses similar views. In particular
(p:,ge 33,322): " Larger generating units are economic because, within a -

, .

cecrdinated pool, units can be sized for tha total pool load without a large
'

increase in reserve on any one system". There is a similar state..ent at
-.

dacucnt page 51,593, in the context of a report on the CART'A pool beginning
at page 51,595.

I
Pending completion of discovery, Intervenors cannct.say that there

ire 'not cara statements of this kind. Any such will be furnished as.
I

sup?le.r. ental respcases.

.

n - --- , ~ .
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Of) Describe each factual circumstance not d2acribad
on which Intervenors rely in making thein response to (c)

. the nuclear unitscontention that " Duke has constructed . .

access to thein the expectation of enjoying the same. . .

wholesale market. " As to each circumstance that involves

analysis by Intervenors of objective data regarding Applicant's

operations, the response should include, but not be limited

to: .

a specification of each item of data relied(1)
and

upon and the source from which it is obtained;
explaining the analysis by which(2) a statement
the data suggests the "expecta-it is concluded that

"

tion of enjoying the same access.

.

(G d 'd)
(f) In addition to the r. utters discussed in (c), Applicant is referred

to the "; otices of Obligaticn" of the CARVA Fool, documer,ts number 30,095

and ner.ber 46,744. These d cuments indicate that the first and second

0;cnee Units viere to be " participation units" in the Pool. (Seealso

Deposition of F.W. Eeyer, Transcript pages 524-527.) The uenignatica of.

a unit as a CARVA participation unit uculd b2 meaningless if it did not

imply the expectation of access to the regional power exchange market ar.d,

specifically, the CARVA Pool.

The sans reservation regarding ccepletica of discovery made in (c)-

also applies here.

.

1.
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52. In the Joint Petition (p. 4) , filed after the

termination of the CARVA Pool, it is stated " Petitioners have

no access to the ' pool' in which Duke, CP&L, VEPCO and SCE&G

are effective participants."i

' (a) Define "' pool'" as used in the quoted passage.

(b) Define " effective participant" as used in the

quoted passage, including particularly the significance of the

term " effective".
|

(c) Identify and describe each contract or other

|arrangement constituting an element of the "' pool'". As to

each arrangement, the response should include, but not be

limited to:

(1) the name or title of each agreement and

the date executed;

(2) a citation to the specific provisions

relied upon as establishing a "' pool'" relationship

between the utilities. The provisions cited should

14/ The response should include a description of each incident
--

demonstrating the existence of each purpose or a company's
motivation by it. The description should include (1) the
representative or representatives of each Pool company in~
cluding Applicant involved, (2) other entities or persons
involved, (3) the specific action or actions demonstrating
a listed purpose or purposes of the CARVA dissolution, by -

i whom taken and by what means and on what date, (4) the pre-
cise way in which each action demonstrates the existence of
a listed purpose or purposes, and (5) a specification of the
sources on which the Intervenors rely in describing the
incident.

9

4

e

+

. - , .
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a

include those (1) providing for joint plunning and

[ coordinated development, (ii) charges for energy and

accounting formulas, (iii) required reserves and (iv)

procedures in the event of power shortages. Pro-

visions pertaining to each lettered topic should

be separately cited;

(3) a statement as to each provision cited

in response to (2) explaining how it evidences a

"' pool'" relationship between the utilities.

(d) Identify and describe each factor considered in
,

determining who are " effective participants" in the "' pool'".
(e) State specifically as to each listed utility,*

(Duke, CP&L, VEPCO and SCE&G) which factors identified in

response to (d) established that it was an " effective partici-
pant."

.

(f) Explain, through the application of the factors

listed in response to (d), whether the South Carolina Public

Service Authority and the Southeastern Electric Power Adminis-

tration of the United States Department of the Interior are

" effective participants" in the "' pool'".

(g) Identify and describe each factor considered.

in determining that the Intervenors have no access to the "' pool'".;

The response should include but not be limited to the factual

basis for each factor considered. To the extent that factual

,

:

i

|
- . _ . . -
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basis includes any incidents in which Intervenors were denied

access or advised that they would be denied access, the descrip-
tion of the factual basis should include, but not be limited to:

(1) the entity or entities involved in the

incident and the representative or representatives

of each entity involved,

(2) the subject matter of the transaction in
which the incident occurred,

(3) the specific actions ty which access was

denied, the method employed in each action and the

date of each action,

(4) a quotation of the precise words by which

access was denied or Intervenors advised that access

would be denied, or if the Intervenors do not rely

or. an account or accounts that includes the precise

words, a quotation of the account or accounts that

Intervenors do rely on.

.

|

(.

1

|

.
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| 52. (a) Intervenors ware referring to the 'lACAR arrangement.

(b) An " effective participent" is one who p'articipates actively
;

! [n all or substantially all of the affairs of a gro:p, whose interests are

i habitually considered and acenysdated as far as possible by the other members,

and '.; hose rights as a member are equal to these of the member (s) possessing
i

i the greatest rights (or, in case of weighted'vuting or cther rights, are
'

I |

determined by the sama formula).
1

(c) " Reliability Agreement -- Virginia-Carolinas Reliability

i Group", dated 1 May 1970. -

Until completion of discovery, Intervenors cannot state that the
L >

| following list is exhaustive. A factual analysis of the way in which the
'

contract terms have been implemented uill necessarily influence the meaning'

assigned them. ,

I Joint planning and coordinated development: !3 0.4, 3.1, 4.5.

Charges for energy and accounting formulas: none identifiable.

Required reserves: El 0.2, 0.4, 4.5. -

Power shortages: 0.2, 0.4, 4.5.
:

Intervenors would now characterize this crganization as bei.ng, insofar as
.

,I its actual character is reflected by the agreement cited, something less than

a power pool in the strict (econcaic) sense. As stated above, Intervenors

reserve the right to rely on further factual discovary to demonstrate thit the
4

i

me.Tbers have in fact coordinated to a greater extent than is called for by ti e
,

agreement.

- (d) See definiticn above.
e

(3) The contract referred to appears to give all four companies'

< >-
,

equivalent fore 11 rights, and the docupants examined by Intervenors in this ' (,

#
!

connaction (discc'.ery documents number 152 et seq., 322 ct seq., 335 et seq., i
j_

! '

!
..

.
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(52 coat'd)
.

l

and 485 et seq.) all show participation by all four in study activities of
tha VACAR group.

.

(f) Intervenors believe they ara not. Intervencrs' copy of
'

the VACAR agreement sh'ows that membership for these entitics 'was cont Iplated,

but they do not appear- to have signed the agreement. !!or is th2f r participation

in the studies mentioned above evident frcr, the reports thereon.

(g) Since the cembership qualifications for VACAR are the sama

as for SERC', the same reasons for its unavailability to Intervenors exist.

(See VACAR Agreement, 2 6.5.) ~

.

e

9

e

4

%

i

|

|
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53. In the Joint Petition, Intervenors stated
SCE&G and VEPCO together monopolize the gen-that " Duke, CP&L,

eration of electric power over a substantial geographic area

in North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia." (p. 4) Fur-

ther, in the Initial Statement (p. 3) , Intervenors stated that
SCE&G and VEPCO "among themselves monopolize theDuke , CP&L,

|

generation and transmission of bulk power over a substantial'

area in the Carolinas and Virginia."
(a) State whether the Intervenors contend that these

four utilities have entered into a conspiracy to monopolize gen-

eration and transmission of bulk power;

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no", identify and

i describe each incident relied upon by the Intervenors as con-

stituting or evidencing a conspiracy or possible conspiracy to
As tomonopolize generation and transmission of bulk power.

each incident, the response should include, but not be limited

to:

(1) the representative or representatives of

each utility involved;

(2) the specific action or actions evidencing
,

an intent to monopolize, the method employed in each

action and the date of each action;

(3) as to each action listed in response to (2),

a quotation of the precise words used by the repre-

sentatives of the various utilities that constitue
or evidence a conspiracy to monopolige or, if the

Intervenors are relying on an account or accounts

not including a precise quotation, a quotation of

the passage of each account purportedly describing

the conspiratorial actions; and
(4) the specific sources upon which the Inter-

venors rely in describing the incident.

_ ~
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a

I

.

(

'
,

h, (c) If the answer to (a) is "no", define and describe

each standard the Intervonors use in determining that the listed'

utilities "together monopolize" generation and transmission of
i

bulk power.

(d) If the answer to (a) is "no", describe each

pattern of activity or other behavior by which the listed
utilities "together monopolize" electric generation and trans-

mission.

(e) If the answer to (a) is "no", describe the

significance for this proceeding of the purported circumstances

that the utilities "together monopolize" electric generation,

53. (a) The statecants quoted by Applicant refer to a shared monopoly
j

( of ganaration and trcnsmission. Until discovery is c =pleted, Intervenors

cannot sey whether there has also been a conspiracy to conopolize among th. e..

ccmpanies o'r any two or care af them.

1

_ , - _ . _ , _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . _ . . _ . _ ~
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54. Provide all dccuments, not prcviously produced
i in this proceeding, which : sr to, describe or evaluate:;

'
.

the purchase by ..pplicant of land on the Green: (b)
;

River which Intervenor-2

aim comprises a part of the proposed
i site of FPC Project No. 2700.;

;

54.

j (b) The only document of which Intervenors presently know which

j relates to Applicant's purchase of land on the Green River, and which has

not been produced, is the " Answer of Duke Power Company, Respondent-Defendant',

j filed 20 April 1973 in North Carolina Consumerr Power, Inc. v. Duke Power Co.,

Superior Court of Cleveland County, fl.C., flo. 71 CVS 1734, page 2. This
;

plehding was signed by Applicant's counsel Joyner & Howison, Raleigh,it.C.;
~

Horn, West, Horn & Uray, Shelby, fl.C.; and Fleming, Robinson & Bradshaw, P.A.,:

; Charlotte, fl.C., and therefore is presumably in Applicant's possession. As
:

; soon as a review of our files can be completed, ue will furnish as a supple-

mental response citaticris to any other pleadings which refer to this catter.
<

.

t

:
,

t

!
:

!
:
4

!
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55. At the Prehearing Conference on November 17,

1972, counsel for the Intervenors contended "since EPIC filed

for the pump storage project about two years ago, the first

thing . that met us . was an effort to declare a cer-. . . .

tain position [ sic] of it to be a scenic riv'r under a Northe
|

Carolina Scenic River Act. That specific portion of the

river which would have been declared scenic was between two
hydroelectric projects operated by Duke and would have encom-

passed the dam site of our present project." (Tr. 233)

(a) State whether Intervenors contend that Applicant

sought to have the Green River site declared a scenic river

area.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no", state whether

it is contended that Applicant's efforts were motivated by an

intent to block the construction of the EPIC facility.

(c) If the response to (a) is not "no", identify

and describe each incident relied upon in asserting that Appli-

cant contributed to efforts to block the Green River pump

storage project. As to each incident, the response should

include, but not be limited to:

(1) the representative or representatives of

Applicant or any other entity involved,

(2) the specific action or actions of Appli-

cant that demonstrates Applicant's participation

in efforts to have the Green River area declared a

scenic river, the method employed in each action

and the date of each action,

(3) a statement as to each action listed in

response to (2) identifying and describing each

factor considered in determining that the action

demonstrates Duke's participation in an effort to

have the Green River site declared a scenic river,
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:

i

,

i

(4) a quotation of the precise words, if any,

that Intervenors contend demonstrates an intent on

the part of Applicant to have the Green River site
declared a scenic river for the purpose of blocking

,
,

its development by EPIC, or, in the event the Inter-

venors do not rely on an account or accounts that
1

does not include a precise quotation of the words

used by Applicant, a quotation of the account or

accounts, if any, on which Intervenors rely and con-;

tend that Applicant was so motivated, and

1

i (5) the specific sources upon which the Inter-
.

venors rely in describing Applicant's efforts to

have the Green River site declared a scenic river.

.

A

55. Inttevcnors inva no further informalina c i this point. If

I' cny such infortatica cs.r, to 1,icht in tha course of further discovery,
-

;

it .till be co.t;r.unicated in a suppic.nen bl respon36. At tb present ti na,i

therefore, Inteever. ors cannot say uht.ther this cont 2ntion uill be ple.

:

1

1

e

1

4
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56. At the Pretearing Conference of November 17,
,

1972, counsel for the Intervenors stated (Tr. 235) "We would

love to find a statement in Duke's internal memoranda of Board

of Directors meeting, of the Executive Committee or so on ex-
1

| plaining how they came about to buy this land in the Green
River, what their intent was in buying the land, explaining

! their intent in entering this litigation."

(a) State whether, in Intervenors' view, any docu-

ments produced by Applicant or otherwise in the possession of

the Intervenors indicate either:

(1) the steps followed by Applicant in acquir-

ing the land on the Green River,
(2) the intent of Applicant in acquiring the

land on the Green River or

(3) Duke's intent in the Green River FPC pro-

ceedings.
1

(b) Identify by Applicant's document production

number (or if obtained from sources other than Applicant's

document production, by author, recipient; date and title

) or subject) each document in Intervenors possession that is

pertinent to any of the three numbered ite.ms in (a) and state

as to each document to which of the three numbered items in
,'

(a) it is pertinent.

(c) Provide all documents listed in response to (b)

not provided in Applicant's document productign and not pro- i

;

vided in response to question 54.
,

i

|

|
1

l

. - .
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56. Until discovery is completed, Intervencrs cannot finally answar

this Item. ife have referred in responding to Item 54 to a pleading filed

in tha fjorth Carolina Superior Court which bears on Applicant's acquisition

of the land in question. Subject to the qualification above, Intervencrs

are not presently aware of any other documents dealing with the steps .

followed in acquiring the Green River tract'or Applicant's intent in doing
so.

Applicant's intentions in the FPC licensing proceedings are quite

clear from its petition to intervene therein, which has been furnished.as

Exhibit 13 to Interveners' Initial Prehearing Statement.

.

9

e s e .te

&
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57.(a) Identify and describe in detail any informa-

tion known to the Intervenors as to any' instances in which

Applicant sought to affect the price of fuel for other operators
of electric generation in North or South Carolina. Such de-

scription should specify the sources from which the Intervenors

obtained their information.

(b) Produce all documents pertaining to any instance
identified in response to (a).

.

.

57.
Intervencrs do not at present have any such information.

If

any co.nes to light during the remainder of discovery it vill be conveyed
as a supplemental respcase.

.
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|

| 58. (a) Describe each activity engaged in by Appli-''

I

cant on the basis of which the Intervenors allege or will

, allege that a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws

has been cre'ated or maintained. The response should include,

but not be l'mited to:

(1) the time period in which Applicant

engaged in such activity,

| (2) the nature of the activity,

(3) the basis for its being deemed "in-

consistent with the policies of th e antitrust

laws,"

(4) the statute or policy with which it is

alleged to be inconsistent.

(b) As to each activity specified in response

to (a), state whether the Intervenors claim or will claim

that the granting of the licenses applied for herein will

maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust 1,aws.
|

| (c) As to each activity identified in response
|
'

to (a), state whether the Intervenors contend that Applicant
deliberately sought to create "a situation inconsistent with

the policies of the antitrust laws."

(d) As to each activity listed in response to (a),

to which the response to (c) was not "no," identify and describe

each incident or instance of conduct upon which the Intervenors

rely in contending that Applicant deliberately sought to create

| such a situation. As to each incident or instance of conduct,
!

the response should include, but not be limited to:

(1) the representative or representatives;

, _ . __ - ...
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j

. .

i

i

:

j of Applicant involved,

j (2) other persons or entities involved,

; (3) the specific subject matter of the

; incident or instance,

; (4) the specific action or actions of
'

Applicant demonstrati.ag this intent, the method

! by which the actior. was taken and the date
:

or dates on which taken,
*

(5) a statement as to each action describing
i

I how the action demonstrates the intent, and

| (6) the sources of the information on which
i

; the Intervenors rely in describing the incident

or instance.

I

i

i

i

i 6

.

:

!

.53 and 59. lite other detailed respoases to these interrogatories
.

-

.

] r.u:wnd to these tcla as' wall. To the cy. eat that Applicent is unclear about
i

,

th2 pi'ecise appl:cability of any of thou wa will attempt to clarify the tatter,,

but as stated thesa It2as cre repetitiets cnd cumulative, and so, icproper.

's

f

<
.

e

!

i
i

a
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59. In the Prehearing Brief for Intervenors. . .

On the Effect of the Decision of the Federal Power Commission
on the Present Proceeding, dated February 15, 1973, Intervenors,

i

stated that there is " evidence of monopoly consciously acquired
; or maintained in the past" by Applicant. (p. 2)
|

| (a) Identify and describe each instance in which
t

| Applicant has " consciously acquired or maintained" monopoly.

As to each instance, the response should include, but not be

limited to:

(1) the identity of the representative

or representatives of Applicant manifesting

; a conscious intention to acquire or maintain
t

a monopoly;
i

t

!

,

b

4

9 J e 4. . . *- * " *

T-Gp0,id to 1.h250 L'c.~a 0 5 idil. T0 the cy.te:it that Itpplicent is unclece cle;ut,

t[:"2 [iP00 ISO applICahiliQ' Cf any Of t!.r; W Uill atLO;pt to Clarify th0 USLt0r,i

bui as stated thasa Itc.% cre repetiticus cnd cc Ulative, and sa, ic.propir.
I

t

n

d

.

!

4
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(2) the identity of any other person or

entity involved;

(3) the specific transaction in which the
intent to maintain or acquire a monopoly was

-15/
manifested; -

(4) the specific action or actions that
manifested an intent to acquire or maintain a

monopoly, the method employed in each action

and the date of each action;

(5) a quotation of the precise words used

by Applicant that manifests an intent to acquire
or maintain a monopoly, or in the event the

Intervenors are relying on an account that does

not include the words used, a quotation of the
|

|
account relied on; and

(6) the specific sources used by the

Intervenors in describing the instance. -

15/ As to any transaction evidenced by a written agreement,
the transaction may be identified by 'a citation of the--

title or name of the agreement and the date executed.
!

As to all other transactions the reply should specify
the subject matter of the transaction, the date on which4

the transaction commenced and the date on which it ter-
minated, and the general terms of the transaction as
understood by the Intervenors.

,

-
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64. In the Initial Statement (p. 7) , Intervenors

stated " Duke has employed the substantial differentials. . .
,

already existing in its own internal costing to skim the cream

of the retail market."

(a) Describe and define what the Intervenors con-

tend is "the crean of the retail market." The response should

include'the type of customer which constitutes "the cream",

the standards used in making that-dtermination, and the period

of time involved. Where those standards are quantifiable

(e.g., load size, load factor, distance from existing facil-

ities), they should be expressed in numeric terms.

(b) As to each type of customer identified in re-

sponse to (a):

(1) identify those costs (as defined in the

FPC System of Accounts) which the Intervenors con-

tend were not but should have been allocated to each

such type of customer, and

(2) identify the customer class or type of

customer to which those costs were allocated by

Applicant.

(c) State whether the Intervencis will contend that

the Applicant intended to " skim the cream of the retail market."

.



_ _ _ _ ___ ._.

. .

(d) If the answer to (c) is not "no", describe each
,

activity of Applicant that evidences an intent to " skim the

cream of the retail market." As to each activity, the response

should include:

(1) the representative or representatives of

Applicant participating in the activity;

(2) the specification or action constituting
the activity that evidenced an intent to " skim the

j

cream of the retail market", the date of each action

and the method employed;

(3) the precise words used in each action listed
,

in response to (2) by which Applicant evidenced an

intent to " skim the cream" or, if the Intervenors'

do not rely on an account or accounts that records

the words employed, the precise language of each

account on which the Intervenors do rely; and

(4) a specification of the sources relied on by
the Intervenors in describing the activity.

l

. - _- . - . ,
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i

64. (a) Intervenors referred, in the pass. age quoted, to large, high
!

;(| lead factor custemers. These would in. general be industrial customers, and

might also include large general service custcmers. (We here follow the
:
,

distinctier, apparently used by Applicant, which is that an industrial customer
,

is engaged principally in manufacturing, while a general service customer,
;

,

whose load characteristics may be otherwise similar, is not.) Intervenors

believe that this situation has existed at least since 1 January 1960. The

characteristics of such custcmers are not precisely quantifiable, for the

j general. guidance of Applicant (and without waiving t,he r.ight to instance
4

different cases) Intervenors will state that they were referring to custcmers
1

of Smw or more at 500 or more hours use. Intervenors consider such custcmers>

i

to be the " cream" of the retail market becaus'e they provide the most efficient
-

-

utilizatica of the investment devoted to serving electric customers. This
,

,

1-(
is true at all levels of the utility industry, and consequently implies that

not only the Intervenors, and other similar systems presently engaged only inj

distribution, but also any such systems or groups of systems that in future

! install generation and transmission facilities, would benefit by having a
.

,

fair share of such retail customers. .

'

(b) Intervenors have made no studies which would permit the
,

. specification here requested of misallocation of costs by Applicant.

(c) Yes.

(d) The matters discussed in Item 8(c) above are likewise

applicable to this inquiry. They deal directly with the margins available to
;

.Intervenors and systems similarly situated should they attempt to serve indus- '

j

! trial customers. Applicant has also employed direct contractual limitations
.

'on resale to large customers. See Item 8(a)(i) and E.Nibit 8/1. In general,
'

.

,

e

.

.

e
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(,/, cunt'd)

, as stated in responding to Itea 8, ''[t]ha catters described * * * as const1-\
_

tuting or contributing to a price squeeze affect the retail narket directly,

in that Intervenors are disabled frca competing for the most desirable

class of customers."

To the extent that further specific matters responsive to this quastion

are uncovered in the completion of discovery they will be supplied as
supplements to this answer.

s
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69. In the Joint Petition it is stated "as each*
'

petitioner oparates an electric system much smaller than Duke'si

none of petitioners is able alone (or by combination with one

another) effectively to enjoy the benefits of this low-cost
i

source of power (nuclear generation]." (p. 4)
!

!

(d) State whether each Intervenor is a participant

in EPIC as of the date of reply.

(e) As to each Intervenor for which the answer to

(d) i's "yes",,

(1) state the date on which the Intervenor first'

participated in EPIC and the action (i.e., City
i

; Council resolution or contract) by which partici-
4

'

pation was initiated;
i
I (2) describe the extent to which representatives

of Intervenor have participated in EPIC activities
,

as through attendance at meetings, membership on

committees, etc.;

(3) provide all documents relating to the deter-

mination by the Intervenor to begin participation ini

EPIC or to continue participation.

;; (69 cont'd)'

j (e) It is believed that this item has already been answered

thrcugh the first-round docucent production and the subpcena served en EPIC. _

The caterials provided by EPIC to Applicant-in response to the subpoena are
,

not presently available to Intervences. If specific ice =s or categories
,

'
.

of information here demanded were not so supplied, Intervenors will furnish

them as a supplemental response on being informed of the precise materials

required.'

_,

w ,.n-, - ~ , _
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70. At the March 7, 1973 Prehearing Conference,

counsel for the Intervenors stated "I think that we are going

to build an evidentiary record of attempts by Duke Power Com-

pany to interfere with the activities of the electric syste as
here represented by its attempts to influence the City Council-

men who are elected in those cities." (Tr. 800-01)

(a) Identify and describe each instance upon which

Intervenors intend to rely in which Applicant sought to inter-

fere with the activities of the Intervenors. As to each in-

stance, the response should include, but not be limited to:
;.. . - ..

the representative or representatives of(1)

Applicant or any other entity involved,
(2) the City Councilmen and city involved,

(3) the subject matter of the transaction

regarding which the interference was attempted,

'(4) the specification or action by which the
interference was attempted, the method employed in

each action and the date of each. action, and

(5) the sources upon which the Intervenors

rely in describing the attempted interference.

70. (a) Exhibits'll, 12, and 18 to the Intervenors' Initial Pre-

hearing Statement show attempts to influence the decisions of municipal

officials (in one case, officials of a former Intervencr, Statesville). As'

discovery is still in progress, further instances may be discovered and such

instances will be described in supplemental res;onses..

m



.
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71. In the Joint Petition, it is contended tha*.

Applicant is presently a party to agreements providing for

" joint planning among the four companies." (p. 4)

(a) Identify by name or title and date of execucion,
,

i and, if the document was produced by Applicant during discovery

in this proceeding, the production number of the document, each

agreement to which Applicant is presently a party which pro-
:

vides for joint planning.

(b) Cite specifically each provision of each agree-

; ment identified in response to (a) which is relied upon as pro-

viding for joint planning.
<

i

!

.

h

71. (a) and (b) The Southeastern Electric Reliability Council (SERC)

agreement. of 1970, 'shich appears as Intervenors' Initial Prehearing Statement,i :

t

Txhibit 16. See particularly 12.01.'
,

The " Reliability Agreement" of t6e Virginia-Carolinas Reliability

. Group (VACAR)~, dated 1 May 1970. See !! 0.4, 3.1, 4.5 and 4.6.

The " Agreement Terminating Carolinas Virginias Pcwer Pool Agreement",
'

dated 9 July 19h0,page1.
*

Any other document evidencing such agreement which ccmes to light

j during the remainder of discovery will be similarly described in a supplemental
' i

| | answer.

- - +.
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72. In the Answer of the Cities to Applicant's. . .

Motion to Amend Paragraph B(2) (b) of Prehearing Order Number

Two, it is stated " Municipalities that own electric systems

are both governmental entities and proprietors of a business
.

enterprise." (p. 2)

(a) List by name and title each ciected or appcAnted

official of each municipal Intervenor in this proceeding whose

duties have at any time since January 1, 1960, included.the

setting of policy for or executive direction of the electric
activities of the said municipality and as to each person
listed state whether the duties of that person are entirely

proprietary, entirely governmental or partly proprietary and

partly governmental.

(b) As to any person whose duties are described as
'

(a),partly proprietary and partly governmental in response to
identify and describe each substantial duty of the person that

is governmental and each substantial duty that is proprietary.

(c) Provide all documents setting forth the general

duties or responsibilities regarding electric activities of

any person or persons listed in response to (a).

.

|

72, 74, 75, 77-87. Collection of material feca In:_ervenors' file;
i

to reply to these iteas is not yet cc.nplete. To the extent that the raspanses

cc.! dccuments dananded da ret duplicate catarials already Turcished in the

first round of discovdy, they will be supplied as soca cs avdilable.
|

|

._
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1

1 74. (a) Identify and describe each element of any
,
J

i line extension policy or practice applied by any Intervenor

in effect at any time during the period January 1, 1960, to

date.

| Produce all documents pertaining to any such(b)
i

!.
line extension policy or practice.

1

; -

4
4

e

.

J

1

|

.

.

;

72, 74,.75, 77-87. Collection of caterial from Intervanors' files
To the extent that tha responses

to reply to these items is not yet ccmplete.
,

and documents demanded do not duplicate caterials aircady furnished in the
:

first round of discovery, they will be supplied as soon as avdilable.

.. . . . . _ ,, -
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76. (a) State the current (or most recent) level of
- annual carrying charges for each Intervenor's actual and pro-

posed electric plant investment which is utilized by it or by

any of its consultants.

(b) State separately the annual carrying charge

levels used for:

(1) the cost of debt capital;

(2) the cost of funds from retained electric
system surplus or of equity capital provided by

the municipality;

(3) taxes or payments in lieu of taxes;

(4) depreciation;

(5) fixed operation and maintenance expenses;

and -

(6) other charges used by the Intervenor in

relation to its electric system.

.

f

|
'72, 74, 75, 77-87. Collection of talerial frca In;.ervanors' files

to reply to these iteas is not yet cosplete. To tha extent that the respaas.2s

and documents dananded do not duplicate caterials already ' furnished in the

first round of discovery, they uill ba supplied as soon as dvdilable. j
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. ,
-

77. State for each Intervenor whether, in any of

its financial, economic or engineering planning or analyses,

it or any of its consultants utilizes or has utilized at an"
time since January 1, 1960, a target or desired rate of return

on investment by the electric system. If so, state the most

recent level of any such target or desired rate of return so

utilized.

,

.

.

72, 74, 75, 77-87. Collection of caterial freu Intervanors' files

to reply to these itens is not yet complete. To the extent that ha responses

and documents. demanded do not duplicate caterials alrcedy furnished in tha

first round of discovery, they will be supplied as soon as avdilable.



_ . _ _

*

78.(a) State for each Intervenor whether during the -

as a resultperiod January 1, 1960, to date it ever urged that,
of a customer's or potential customer's large size or unusual

electricity requirements, such customer or potential customer

take service from another electric system. Incidents described

in response to interrogatory 54 of Applicant's Initial Inter-
1972,rogatories and Request for Documents, dated September 13,

need not be considered in responding to this interrogatory.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no", identify

and describe each instance in which such a suggestion was made.

The response should include, but not be limited to:
(1) the representative or representatives of

the Intervenor, customer or potential customer or

any other entity involved;
|(2) the specific service sought by the customer

or potential customer and the date or dates on which

such service was sought;
-

(3) the specific action taken by the Intervenor

in urging the customer or potential customer to
seek service from another system, the method by

which the action was taken and the date or dates
on which taken;

(4) the identity of the other system from which

the Intervenor suggested that service be taken; and

(5) a statement setting forth the basis on which

the Intervenor concluded that it would urge the

customer or potential customer to be served by an-

other system.
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72, 74, 75, 77-87. Collection of material fro.a Intervonors' files

to reply to these itcas is not yet complete. To the extent that the responses

an.! documents dcaanded do not duplicate caterials already furnished in the

first round of discovery, they will be supplied as soon as avdilable.
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79. (a) State for each Intervenor whether at any time

during the period January 1, 1960, to date, it has had a policy
.

or practice of seeking to recover a fixed or target rate of

payments or services in lieu of local taxes from its electric

system. If so, state each such rate contemplated, the time

period in which that rate policy or practice was followed and

the factors considered in establishing said rate.

(b) State the dollar amount or ra'.e of payment in

lieu of taxes for each year 1960 to date which was the goal of

any policy cited in response to (a).

.

.

72, 74, 76, 77-87. Collection of caterial frc.m Intericanors' files
!

to reply to these items is not yet conplet.,
To the c); tent that the respanas. .

-

- . .

and docunnts da:anded do not duplicate caterials already furnished in tha-

first round of discovehy, they will be supplied as soon as avdilable.
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80. For the year 1972 to date, furnish:
,

(a) A copy of each Intervenor's Form 1-M and Forn

12-A reports filed with the FPC;

(b) A copy of Form MU filed by each Intervenor with

the North Carolina Utilities Commission; and

(c) A copy of each Intervenor's audit report.

i

.

|

|

i

.

|

72, 74, 75, 77-87. Collection of caterial frca Interv.enors' files,

To the extent that tha responsesto reply to these itens is not yat ccaplete.
!

and documents deiaanded do not duplicate r.aterials already furnishad in tha
;

first round of discovery, they will be supplied as soon as avdilable.

. . . _ , - __
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81. For the period September 1972 to date, furnish

copies of any changes effected in any Intervenor's electric
rate schedules, tariffs, rate contracts or agreements, condJ.-

tions and terms of service or any other statement of rates

applicable to each customer class served by it.

i

i

| \

)4

.

.

|

!
,

72, 74, 76, 77-07. Collection of caterial frc:,1 Intervanors' files
;

to reply to these items is not yet ccaplete. To the extent that the responses

and doc =ents demanded do not duplicate caterials already furnishad in the

first round of discovdy, they will be supplied as soon as avdilable.



.
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.

82.(a) State whether at any time in the period Septem-.

ber, 1972 to date, any Intervenor, or any of its employees or

agents, proposed to, or discussed with, any customer the pos-

sibility of proposing any electric rate schedule, tariff,

rate contract or agreement, conditions and terms of service

or any other statement of rates other than those furnished

in response to interrogatory 81.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no", describe in

datail any proposal made, including the identity of all per-

sons and entities involved, the date or dates involved, and

the actual terms proposed.

(c) Furnish any documents relating to any proposals

described in response to (b).

.

.

.

.

Collection ot caterial frca Intervanors' files.

72' 74, 76, 77-87.
To the extent that tha responses

to reply to these itens is not yet ccmpleta
--

and documents demanded do not duplicate caterials already furnishad in ti-

first round of discovery, ' hey will be supplied as soon as available.
|

|
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83. (a) Furnish copies of all fuel, purchased power,
,

materials, commodity, tax, wage or other adjustment clauses or
tariff, rate con-surcharges applicable to each rate schedule,

tract or agreement in effect at any time during the period

September, 1972 to date.
State the adjustment level applicable on Janu-(b)

ary 1, 1973 and June 30, 1973 and explain the basis on which

each adjustment was determined.

.

-

5.
-

.

72, 74, 76, 77-07. Collection of caterial from Intervanors' files

to reply to these items is not yat complete. To the extent that the responses

and documents demanded do not duplicate materials already furnishad in the

first round of discovery, they will ba supplied as soon as avdilable.
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Furnish copies of all documents relating in84. (a)

any way to cost of service studies, bill frequency analysis,
cost or profitability analyses by customer class and/or for
the Intervenor's electric system as a whole prepared by or for

each Intervenor during the period September, 1972 to date.
Describe any similar or related studies presently(b)

inc1' ding in such re-ubeing prepared by or for any Intervenor,

sponse:
the date on which such study was initiated;(1)

(2) the name of the Intervenor's employee

responsible for the preparation of such study or,
if the study is being prepared by an individual or

organization retained by or on behalf of the Inter-
the name and address of such entity;venor,

(3) the planned completion date of the study;

and

(4; a general description of the purposes and

subject matter of the study.

|

|

|

.

72, 74, 75, 77-87. Collection of caterial frca Interrenors' files
to reply to these items is not yet complete. To the extent that tha respanses

and dccurants dccanded do not duplicate caterials already furnished in tha

first round of discovery, they will be supplied as soon as avdile' ale,

I - - .
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As to each Intervenor, state whether it now85.(a)
has or has had in effect at any time during the period Jan-

uary 1, 1960, to date, an arrangement, policy or practice of

not providing or not offering electric service to retail cus-
tomers located in a particular area or territory, notwith-

standing the Intervenor's legal ability to serve such customers.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no", identify

Theand describe each such arrangement, policy or practice.

response should include, but not be limited to:
(1) the specific terms of the arrangement,

policy or practice and the date or dates when in

effect;

(2) the other entities , if any, and their
andrepresentative or representatives involved;

(3) a statement setting forth the circumstances

which led to the initiation of the arrangement,

policy or practice and if the impetus for the arrange-
ment, policy or practice came from a person or en- -

tity other than the Intervenor, the identity of

,.each person or entity seeking to effect the arrange-
ment, policy or practice.

If any arrangement, policy or practice identi-(c)

fied in response to (b) is no longer in effect, describe in
detail the circumstances which led to its being terminated,

including the date or dates of termination and persons and

entities involved.
(d) Provide all documents relating to any arrange-

(b).policy or practice identified in response toment,
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72, 74, 76, 77-87. Collection of citerial froia Intervenors' files
.t

to reply to these items is not yet complete. To the extent that the responses
~

and documents demanded do not duplicate materials already furnished in tha

first round of discovery, they will be supplied as soon as avdilable.
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86. Produce any audit or accounting report for

the years 1960 through 1972 prepared by or for any Intervenor

which segregates information pertaining to any Intervenor's

electric operations, revenues or expenditures.

.

1

i

.

.

.

72, 74, 76, 77-87. Collection of material fro'. Intervanors' files
To the ex. tent that tha respons s

to reply to these iteas is not yet complete. ,

ar.3 docu:r.ents dtcanded do not duplicate natorials already furnished in tha

first round of discovdy, they will be supplied as soon as avdilable.

_ ,
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87. Produce all documents pertaining to instances
4

described in response to interrogatory 78 (b) .

.

!

,

:

,

i
(

!

1

I

i
!

i
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! 72, 74, 76, 77-87. Collection of citerial from Interver. ors' files

to' reply to these itens is not yet ccaplete. To the extent that the- res.canses
;

and documents demanded do not duplicate materials already furnished in tha-

! first round of discovery, they will be supplied as soon as avdilable. I
~
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Schedule A

With regard to the answers to the following

interrogatories, the Justice Department has' indicated
,.

that the response will be supplemented as additional

relevant information comes to light:

21, 22 (a) (b) , 23, 25 (b) (5) and (d), 26 (b) (3) ,

37 (a) (b) ; 47 (a) .

;

I
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"

21. (a) Identify and describe each incident in which

" Duke spokesmen have reportedly stated publicly that they

would oppose Duke's interco,nnecting its system with EPIC for

the joint meeting of emergency load needs (Oconee advice"
....

I

letter, p.'4) As to each incident, (including both oral and

written communications) , the response shall include, but not

be limited to: s,'N

N
.

(1) the spokesman or spokesmen of

Applicant involved,

(2) a description as to whether the

statement was made orally or in writing,

(3) the precise event at which each
statement was made including the location,

date and type of event,

(4) the precise words purportedly used

,

by the spokesman or spokesmen or, if the -

|

Department does not rely on a purported

precise quotation, the exact language of
each account of each statement the Department

relies upon, and

(5) the specific sources from which the

Department obtained the information upon which

it relies in responding to this question.

(b) Produce all documents pertaining to each

incident described in response to (a).



_
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21. At a meeting of the High Point, North Carolina,

City Council called by Mayor Robert Davis on or shortly before

October 13, 1969, Mr. John D. Hicks, at that tima Secretary

and Assistant General Counsel of Applicant, was reported by

the High Point Enterprise (Monday, October 13, 1969) to -

have made the following statement:

Finally, he was faced with the ouestion from .

Councilman Fred Swartzberg, if, in the long run,
EPIC should prove feasible and come into existence,
would Duke be willing to tie in with its system as
it does with other private power companies for
joint macting of emergency load needs? Hicks
responded that he was speaking only on his own
account but that if asked for a recommendation from
his company, it would ba, ' Absolutely notF

Hicks is currently Vice Fresident, Corporate Affairs,

Director and a member of the Executive Committee of the Duke

Power Company. A copy of the foregoing neuspaper article is

incorporated in Exhibits to the Initi,1 Prehearine Statement

as part of Exhibit 12 which has been supplied to the Applican't
by the Intervenors.

1

Other public statements of Duke Company officials regard- '

ing interconnections with EPIC may be uncovered as discovery
!

progresses. Applicant will be notified.of these instances in j

accordace wich the Department's duty to supplement as out-

lined. in the Atomic Energy Commission's Rules of Procedure. |
|
|

|
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22. (a) Identify the "[elvidence" available to the

Department which "tends to indicate that on occasion D'ike

has bluntly warned North Carolina municipal electric systems
that the efforts and funds that the latter could expend

in seeking relief before regulatory cgencies would be

overwhelmed by Duke's resources and resistance." (Oconee
. . , .

..

advice letter, p. 4) As to each piece of " evidence" available:

(1) state whether it is contained in a
document or whether it was conveyed orally;

(2) if the statement was contained in a
document, furnish the document;

(3) if the statement was made orally, identify
andby whom it was made, to whom it was made,

when it was made.

i
i

|
_ -_ '
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.

(b) Identify and describe each incident constituting
an " occasion" on which Duke has purportedly so warned North

Carolina municipal electric systems. As to each incident,

the response should include, but not be limited to:
(1) the representative or representatives

of Applicant involved,

(2) the municipality or municipalities in-

volved and the specific representatives of each

municipality involved,

(3) the subject matter regarding which

the warning was purportedly given,
;

(4) the specific actions of Applicant

constituting the warning and the date or dates of

such actions,

(5) the precise words purportedly used

by the representative or representatives or,
if the Department does not rely on a purported

-.

precise quotation, the exact language of each
account of each incident the Department relies

upon, and

(6) the specific sources from which the

Department obtained the information upon which

it relies in describing the incident.

.
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22. (a) (b). The joint af fidavit of L. C. Williams,

Robert Van Sleen and R'obert T. .leck dated July 28, 1971,

describing a meeting called by the Duke Power Company in
.

Charlotte, North Carolina, on June 22, 1.967, is evidence tthich
,

indicates Duh2 representatives have " bluntly narned North,

.

Carolina mun'.cipal electric systems that the efforts and
4

funds that t ie latter could expend in seeking relief bef ore
'
.

regulatory atencies would be overuheluad by Duke's resources

and resistenc2." As of July 28, 1971, Mr. Uilliams was
,

Director of U:ilities for the City of High Point, North Carolina,

Mr. Van Sleen was Director of Utilities' .fer the City of Shelby,

North Carolina, and Mr. Beck was Electric Superintendent of

the City of Lexington, North Carolina. The affidavit. states
in part:

Such meeting was held on June 22, 1967, and a
large number of municipal officials were in atten-

! dance, including the undersigned [Willices,
Van Sicen, and Beck] and Dr. Hubert Plaster, Mayor
of Shelby, Mr. Phil Horton, III, City Manager of

'

Shelby, Hon. Robert Davis, Mayor of High Point,
Knox Walker, Esq., City Attorney of High Point,
Fred Swartzburg, City Councilman of High Point,
Hon. J. Garner Bagnal, Mayor of Statesville,i

Hon. Eric Morgan, Mayor of Lexington. Many field
represer atives of Duke Power Company were present,

along w' ;h of ficials of the company, including
Mr. Car Horn, Jr. , then Vice President and General
Counsel (now President of the company), Glen A.
Coan, Vice President, Rates, Douglas W. Booth, then
Vice President in charge of Marketing, (now Senior
Vice President ir, charge of Retail Operations),
E. R. Davis, and William H. Grigg, then Assistant
General Counsel (now Vice President and General
Counsell. Messrs. Horn, Booth and Coan addressed
the meeting.

I
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The Duke officials opined that their municipal ,

customers were not entitled to a wholesale rate
reduction, and indeed, might be liable for a rate
increase should a proceeding be commenced before
the Federal Pcuer Commission. The Duke officials
said that Duke's wholesale rates were among the
lowest in the nation, end cited those present at
the recently concluded rate negotiations between

,

the City of Fayetteville and Carolina Power and
Light Company. It was stated that the result of
the negotiations was a rate to Fayetteville of-

7.8 mills per kwh, and Duke's rate was already'

lower than that.

Mr. Horn said that the $200,000.00 budget considered
by the cities uas grossly inadecuate for prosecut-
ing a rate proceeding and all subsacuent court
appeals, and that a rate proceeding would. cost

,

the cities at least tuice that amount, or $400,000.00.
Mr. Horn predicted'that proc'eeding,s at thirteen
administrative and judicial levels would be recuired
before final decision in any rate complaint proceed-
ings instituted by the cities. He predicted that
five to seven years would be consumed by those
proceeding [s], and stated that at the conclusion
of all this the original data would be obsolete4

and the citics usuld be in the position of having
to start all over again factually. He said, to
our best recollection, ' Duke cannot cake any
reduction in rates to nmnicipalities, and willi

fight as long r.-M hard as possible.'

A copy of the affidavit is incorporated in the Exhibits to

the Initini P:rehearinn Statement as Exhibit 18 uhich has
,

been supplied to the Applicant by the Intervenors.

Other evidence of this type may be uncovered as discovery

progresses. Applicant vill be notified of this evidence in 1

accordance with the Dapsrteent's duty to supplement outlined in

the Atomic Energy Comnission's rules of procedure.
.

l

1.

4

*
9
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23. (a) Identify and describe each instance upon which

; the Department intends to rely and in which Duke has refused

to deal, whether wholly or with regard to particular trans-

actions, arrangements or terms, with any of its retail competi-

tors. The response should include, but not be limited to:

(1) the competitor or competitors involved

by name,

(2) a statement as to the markets, as

defined in response to question 'd), in which

these entity or entities compete with Applicant,

(3) the type of service, transaction or

other arrangement which Applicant refused to

provide or enter into,

(4) the representative or representatives

of Applicant involved in the refusal,
.

(5) any other persons or entities involved

in or potentially involved in the refusal or in

the service, transaction or other arrangement

refuse 1,
,

(6) the specific actions taken by the

competitor in which it sought to obtain the

service or enter into the transaction refused,:



. . . .

.

-

-45-

the date or dates of each action and the

method employed in taking the action,

(7) the specific actions taken by Applicant

that constitute a refusal to deal, the date or

dates of each action and the method employed in

taking the action,

(8) the' precise words purportedly used by

the representative or representatives of Applicant

or, if the Department does not rely on a purported

precise quotation, the exact language of each

account of each action the Department relies

upon as constituting or demonstrating the refusal

ito deal, and
j

(9) the specific sources from which the

Department obtained the information upon which

it relies in describing the instance.

(b) Produce all documents relatihg to any such
refusal to deal.

l

|
|
l
|

|

|

|

|
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23. Certain Morth Carolinc municipalitics (Duhe's

c'ompetitors in the retail market) directly reauested partici-

pation in Duke's nuclear generating program. These recuests-

are detailed at length in the case of City of Statesville,

et al. v. Atomic Fncrgy Cornission, 461 F.2nd 325, uhich is
incorporated herein by refer.:nce. See also our response to

Question 30. Additional inctances of refusals to deal, upon
-

uhich the Department intends to rely,nay be uncovered ac

discovery progresses. Applicant will be notified of these
,

instances in accord with the Department's duty to supplement

outlined in the Atomic Energy Commission's Rules of Procedure.

.
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25. Identify and describe each instance in which

Applicant has used or attempted to use its " market power

to grant or deny access to coordination." (Oconee advice

letter, p. 2) The response should include, but not be

limited to: ,,

.

(b) a listing of each existing or former coordination

arrangement to which Applicant presently has or has had the

power to grant or deny access;

h[(b) (1) The Duke Power Company itself resembles a

coordinating arrangement through integrated cunership of bulk

power supply facilities. Through accuisition and merger, Duke

has foreclosed smaller electric entities in its service area
from opportunitics to bargain for coordinating arrangements

'

;

uith the smaller systems uhich have been absorbed into the

present Duke Power Company.

(2) The CARVA Fool. .

(3) The VACAR arrangements.

(4) 7tiscellaneous coordinating arrangements
inwith adjacent companies in contracts listed by; Applicant

of the Attornay General.response to Question No. 12

(5) Other coordinating arrangements may be

uncovered by the capartment as discovery progresses.

. _ _ . .
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g2][(d) as to each entity listed in response to (c),
a description of the incident or incidents in whi'ch Applicant

granted or denied access to coordination, including:
(1) the representative or representatives

| of Duke and of the other entity involved, and4

(2) the specific action or actions by

Duke which granted or denied access, the date
<

or dates of each action and the method employed
j

to take the action;

1
a

.

I

e

t

.

.

*
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c)3U(d) On August 29, 1957, at a public haaring con-

ducted by the Atomic Energy Commission Safety and Licensing

Board in Uchalla, South Carolina, Mr. Jack Harris, City
i

Attorney of Statesville, North Carolina, requested on
behalf of Piedmont Electric Citics, Inc., a 4 percent undivided

interest in Duke's Oconce units. Of course, implicit in

such a proposal is a request for coordination necessary to
insure the technicci feasibility of the intendcd arranger.ents.

,

This request was rejected three days later on September 1,'

1957, by Carl Horn, then Vice President (Finance) and

General Counsel of the Duke Power Ccmpany. Details of the

reouest and subsequent rejection.can be found in the September 1,

1697, letter from Horn to Harris which is Exhibit 9 i.n thei

Exhibits to the Initial Prehearine, Statacent supplied to
.

Applicant by the Intervenors. Details of oral reonests for
coordinatica made by UPIC, Inc., to the Duke Pcteer Ccmpany

i

are currently being investigated by the Depart =2nt.

The City of Delhaven and other cities in North and
! ~

'

South Carolina in the area served by wholesale by the Virginia

Electric Power Co. , sought admission to the CARVA Pool. The

Duke Power Compet , acting through the Executive Committee of

CARVA Pool joined in denying Belhaven's reauest for coordina-
.

tion.

It is not surprising that requests for coordination
:

have not been numerous given the Duke Power Company's uell-

known unwillingness to coordinate. See our ansvars to Cuestions

21 and 30. However, other requests for coordination may be

uncovered as discovery progresses and the Applicant uill be'

notified of these requests in accordance with the Cepartment's

duty to supplement as outlined in the Atcmic Energy Commissica's
.

Eules of Procedure.
_
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26. On page 9 of the Reply of the Department

of Justice to Applicant's Answer and Motion of July 24,

1972, the Department states " Applicant has refused and

refuses to coordinate its nuclear generation expansion

program with its neighboring competitor utilities on non-

discriminatory terms."

(b) Identify and describe each instance in which

Applicant has refused or refuses to coordinate its nuclear

generation expansion plans with its neighboring competitor

utilities on nondiscriminatory terms. The response should

include, but not be limited to:

(3) the type of " coordination" transactions

or arrangements sought,

.

h[8(?) Other refucals, tc coordinate may be uncovered
Appliccat will be notified of this infor-as discovery p:ogresscc.

mation in accoi:danco vi a the Department's duty to supplement
Rules of Procedure.as outlined in the Atnrcic Energy Commission't.

i

n.- . - , -
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37. (a) Identify and describe every instance upon which

the Department intends to rely and in which Applicant has

opposed " applications of other utilities for project licenses."
(Oconee Advice Letter, p. 4, fn. 1) As to each instance:

;-. .

(1) name the project involved and the utility

making the application,

(2) state the body or bodies, if any,

Ibefore which Applicant opposed the application

and cite the proceeding by docket number or

similarly specific identification,
- =a- ~ - . ... .-. .

(3) identify the document filing or
__..

other action, if any, by which Applicant first

indicated its opposition to the project to

the body and the date on which the action was

taken,

(4) if it is contended that Applicant

never publicly indicated its opposition to the

project, describe fully in what way the Department
13/

contends Applicant opposed the project,--

(5) state whether the Department contends

that Applicant's opposition to the project is

13/ Such description should include, but not be limited to,
a description of each incident known to the Department in
which Applicant evidenced its active opposition to the project
including as to each incident (1) the representative or rep-
resentatives of Applicant involved, (2) the body or persons
approached or influenced, (3) the date or dates and the method
of the approach, (4) the specific content of the communication
made by Applicant, and (5) the sources of all information
used by the Department in describing the incident.

~

- - - - - - - . . _
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'

; a sham in whole or in part,
1 -
'

(6) if the Department contends that Appli-
,

, cant's opposition is a sham, in whole or in
!

; part, identify each action or representation
'

by Applicant that it is contended constitutes

or evidences a sham. As to each action or,

| representation that it is contended constitutes

or evidences a sham in whole or in part,
!

j (i) state each element of the action
i

or representation that constitutes or evidences

a sham,
i

(ii) identify the source of the

information the Department relies upon in

contending that a sham was evidenced or

perpetuated, and !
,

(iii) produce all documents pertaining
i to that action or representation and to the
,

factual basis for contending that it evidenced

or constituted a sham;>

*
4

(7) state whether the Department contends

that Applicant's opposition to the project was
4

an attempt to deny access to others to the legis-
:

lative or adjudicatory process,

(8) if the Department contends that Applicant's

opposition was an attempt to deny access to others

4

6.,,, - - - .
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to the legislative or adjudicatory process, identify
'

each action or representation by Applicant that it

,

is contended constitutes or evidences such attempt.
i

As to each action or representation that it is

contended constitutes or evidences such attempt,

(i) state each element of the action

or representatien that constitutes or evidences

the attempt by Applicant to deny access to othe,,rs
to the legislative or adjudicatory process,

(ii) identify the source of the informa-

tion the Department relies upon in contending

that an attempt by Applicant to deny acces- to

others to the legislative or adjudicatory process

was evidenced or perpetuated, and

(iii) produce all documents pertaining
,

to the action or representation and to the factual

basis for contending that it evidenced or consti-

tuted an attempt by Applicant to deny access to

others to the legislative or adjudicatory process;
(9) if the response to (7) is not "no,"

state whether Applicant intended in its opposition

to the project to deny access to others to the

legislative or adjudicatory tribunal, and

(10) if the response to (9) is not "no,"

state which activities or what incidents the

I
|
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Department contends de,monstrates such intent.--14/

(b) Identify and describe each instance in which

it is alleged that Applicant made " threats to engage in ex-

tensive litigation to block such projects." (Oconee Advice

Letter, p. 4, fn. 1) As to each instance,

(1) name the project involved and the

entity proposing or considering the project,

(2) identify the representative or represen-

tatives of Applicant making the threat or threats,

and the place or document in which the threat was

made,

(3) state the specific action or actions

constituting the threat or threats, the method

employed for each action and the date of each

action,

(4) quote the precise words of the threat

or threats made or, if the Department is relying

on an account or accounts not including a precise

quotation, quote the passage of each account

14/ As to each activity or incident the response should include,
but not be limited to, (1) the representative or representatives
of the entities involved, (2) the specific actions taken by
Applicant, the date or dates of each action and the method
employed, (3) the precise manner in which the incident demonstrates
the intent to deny access to others to the legislative or
adjudicatory process, and (4) the specific sources from which
the Department obtained its information. j

i

I

|
,
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purportedly describing the threat or threats,

(5) state whether, in the Department's view,

the instance constituted or evidenced a sham, and

(6) state whether, in the Department's

view, the threatened litigation if undertaken

would have constituted a sham, and

(7) identify the sources of the information

relied upon in describing the instance. As to

each action or representation that it is con-

tended constitutes or evidences a sham in whole

or in part,

I (i) state each element of the action or
representation that constitutes or evidences a

sham, .

(ii) identify the source of the informa-

tion the Department relies upon in contending

that a sham was evidenced or perpetuated, and
l
!(iii) produce all documents pertaining to
l
|

that action or representation and to the factual

basis for contending that it evidenced or consti-

tuted a sham.

l
<

.

*
P

|
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37. (a) Applicant opposed the construction of the
4

Green River Pumped ' Storage Project by EPIC, Inc., before the

Federal Pouer Commission. Details of Applicant's oppositica

can be found in Exhibit 13 in Exhibits to the Initial Prehearino
Statement supplied to Appl.icent by the Intervenors. The

| Department will not contend that this oppositica was a -hcm

or an attempt to deny access to others to the legislative
;

or adjudicatory process. -
.

Other examples of Duke's opposition to applications

of other utilities for project licenses may be uncovered as

the Department searches the 100,000 documents supplied by
,

4

Applicant to the D2partment in this cacc. The Departcent villi

supplement thic responce in cccordance with thc AEC rules.
,

(b) In testimony before the North Carolina Utilitics

Commission on February 18, 1970, Carl Horn, Applicant's
;

i
President, varned that there uould be " considerable litigation"

I if the EPIC project ever got out of the planning etage.
D2 tails of this warning can be found in Exhibit 14 in Exhibits

tn the Initial Prehearing statement supplied to Applicent by

i the Intervoqors. Also, see our responsc to Ouestion 22.
,

Since the threat tms a general ana, uc are unable to detec-

eins uhether this would constitute a cham.
Other " threats to engage in e:: tensive ligigation

to block such projects" may be uncovered as discovery progresses

and Applicant vill be supplied with this inforcation in
accordance uith the Atcmic Energy Commission rules.
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47. In its " Answer ... to Applicant's Motion to

Amend Prehearing Order Number Two," dated July 30, 1973,

the Department stated that " Applicant's prolific efforts

(regarding acquisition of other systems) are admitted"

and " Applicant (has engaged in] a concerted program to

acquire competing electric distribution systems in its

'area.' (p. 3).

(a) List each acquisition or attempted acquisition

of an electric distribution cystem or a substantial part

thereof that the Department contends is relevant to this

proceeding and on which the Department intends to rely.

As to each partial acquisition, the msponse should indicate

the date of each acquisition. As to attempted acquisitions,

the response should include:

(1) the facilities involved,

(2) the date on which acquisition was

attempted,

1

(3) the specific document by which the

attempt was made or, if no such document is known

to the Department, the factual basis on which it !

was concluded that an attempt was made,

and

(4) the date on which the attempt was

rejected or, if not expressly rejected, lapsed
and the specific docun. ut, if any, by which the

attempt was rejected. l
1

-
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I

i47. (a) The follouing accuisitions or attempted i

accuisitions of electric distribution systems are relevcnt-
'

1to this proceeding:
!

(1) The attempt to accuire the Nantahala
;

j Power & Light Company--offer made January 31, 1959; offer
; expired after 1960.

-

|

a

(2) Pisgah Mountain Electric Company, acquired
I
j on July 17, 19G4.
>

k

.

I

; (3) Belton Light and Power Company, accuired
i

i on November 13, 1963.
1

1 (4) Town of Ninety-si::, accuired on October 1,
1 1969.

(5) Kershn Power and Light Ccapany, accuired:

'

August 17, 1970.
)

(6) City of Greenville and Ccunty of Greenville
,

(formerly Donnellson Air Force Ense), accuired May 11, 1964.
I

(7) Grecarcod County., accuired July 1, 1956.

(31 Cletron Agricultrual College o.? South
|

Carolina, ace:uired Decerhar 15,1%4.
i

(9) The F.lcatric Cc:,peay, Incorporcted, of-

1

' Fort 1:ill, Sc':th Caroline, accuired Septca.ber 21, 1972.
.

, (10) Applicent of.?cred to buy the Laurens
i Electric Cooperative, Inc., Broad River El'actric Cooperative,

| Inc., Newberry Electric Cooperative, Littic River Electric

Cooperative, Blue Ridge end vork Elcetric Coop on Aunust 20,

1963.,

.

J

h
t
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(11) Applicant has offered to buy the South

Carolina Public Service Authority power compicx in July,1964.

(12) Duke Discovery Document 75460 indicates

Duke's intention to purchase all 116 foreign systems in its

area. This document is dated June 27, 1960, and is a memo
'

from Henry L. Cranford to Mr. P. D. Huff.
'

(13) Other atte= pts to accuire competing retail

distribution systcms and bulk power suppliers.may be uncovered

as discovery progresses.

The trend of' concentration of ownership recited

above shows hou a monopoly of the bulk power supply can 1 cad

to a monopoly at the retail distribution icvel..
.

S

0

.

O
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Schedule A
:
1

With regard to the answers to the following

interrogatories, the Justice Department has indicated

that a response will be provided upon completion of
i

discovery:

44, 45, 46, 4 8 (c) (d) , 68(a) and supplemented

response 8(e).

,

4

(

)

i

I

.

1

*
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44. (a) State whether the Department contends that

any enactments of the legislatures of North or South Carolina

regarding electric service are invalid under Federal law.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," identify

and describe each enactment that is invalid in whol'e or
in part under Federal law. As to each enactment, the

response should include but not be limited to:

(1) a specific citation to the eaactment

and to the provision or provisions that are
s

invalid, and

(2) a specific citation to the provisions

of Federal law that invalidate each provision

of a legislative enactment. .

-

.

4 4_. Until discovery has been completed, the Depart = cat

is unable to formulate any contentions concerning the validity

under federal law of enactments of the 1cgislatures of

North Carolina or South Carolina regarding electrical services.

The Department vill supplacent this response in_ accord with

the Atomic Energy Cor. mission's P,ules of Practice.

i

!

,
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45. (a) Stats whsther the D:ptrtmsnt contends that

Applicant has entered into any agreement which, although ..

on its face represents that it is undertaken pursuant to or'

in anticipation of action by the North Carolina Utilities Commis-
sion or the South Carolina Public Seni:e Commission or in specific

compliance with any law of North Carolina or South Carolina
4

relating to electric service, contravenes Federal law.
(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," identify

and describe each such agreement that contravenes Federal
the response should include, but

law. As to each agreement,

not be limited to:
the name or title of the agreement and(1)

the date on which it was executed,

(2) the other party or parties to the

agreement, ,

(3) a specific citation to the provision

or provisions that contravene Federal law, and
(4) a specific citation to the provision

or provisions of Federal law contravened.

.

45. Until discovery h;c been co.nplated, the Dcpertment

cannot formulate any coaten::1.ons as to the validity under

federal Im of cny ar,rcenant !.pplicrr.t has entered into 1:hich

on its face represcated that it ucs undertaken pursuant to
!

or in anticipation of state action. 'The Department will'

cupplement this rc. spouse in accord t.ith the Atomic Encray
|

Commission'. nulas of Practice.
!
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46.(a) State whether the Department contends that Appli-

cant has ever entered into, proposed or agreed to an agreement
or understanding to allocate wholesale customers or to allocate

the right to serve wholesale customers on a territorial basis.

(b) If the answer to (a) is not "no," identify and

describe each agreement or understanding or proposed agreement

or understanding so allocating territory or customers.
.

(1) As to each allocation by formal agreement
.

the response should include, but not be limited>

to:

(i) the name or title of the agreement

and the date executed or, if not executed, the

dato proposed, -

.

,, . - . - - - ,
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(ii) the other entity or entities entering

into the agreement, or if not executed, contemplated

as entering into the agreement, and

(iii) a cpecific citation to the provision

or provisions allocating wholesale customers. In

addition, the response should include, but not

be limited to, as to any proposed formal agreement

not executed by Applicant,

(aa) a statement indicating

the entity originating the proposed agreement,
(bb) a description of each

incident in which Applicant agreed to or otherwise
supported the prope,~d agreement--17/and

17/ This description should include, but not be limited to,
TI) the representative or representatives of Applicant involved,
(2) the other entities involved, and (3) the specific actions
taken by Applicant that constituted or demonstrated agreement
or support, the method employed in each action and the date
or dates of each action.

.

.
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(cc) a specification of the sources

of the information the Department rel'ies upon in

answering the questions in this subpart (1).

(2) As to any understanding or proposed

understanding not recorded in a formal agreement

and as to any proposal for an agreement for

which no draft is presently available, the response

should include, but not be limited to:

(i) the representative or rep._sentatives

of Applicant involved in discussions relating to

the allocation or proposed allocation,

(ii) the names of other entities involved

in such discussions and their representatives,

(iii) a statement indicating the origin

of the proposal to allocate customers or territory,

(iv) all specific actions by which

Applicant participated in discussions ralating

to the allocation or proposed allocation, the

method employed in each action and the date of

each action,

(v) a listing of each acticn listed

in response to (iv) in which Applicant agreed

to or supported the allocation of territory,

or customers,

(vi) the precise words used in each
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in which Applicant
action listed in response to (v)

tomer;

agreed to the allocation of territory or cuscount
or, if the Department does not rely on an ac

l d, the

or accounts that records the words emp oye
h

precise language of each account on which t e
Department does rely, and

a specification of the sources
(vii) h

relied on by the Department in responding to t e-'

inter-
questions posed in each subparc of this

rogatory. l

Produce all documents relating to any actua
(c) llocate customers*

or proposed agreement or understanding to a
and all documents

or territory identified in response to (b) l or proposed
relating to any transaction in which any actua,

i
d in response

allocation of custcmers or territory liste|

to (b) arose. .

l

4

;

'3 ' ,;ed the IA:part ual!

t

U. . U. d b : : very h '' L ca CF- ii
. fornulate ,,ny c,mtention concerning territor n

46,

The D2 pert-is unable Ct. by Applicant.
allocation agrecmont:; entered into h Atentic

tbts response in cecord with t e
cent uti.1 r.upplement:

Energy Ccr:aission's nules of Practice.

._ - - _ .
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48. In the Kauper speech (p. 4), it is stated

that competition is preferable to regulation in allocating
scarce resources "where sufficient firm rivalry necessary

for competitive markets exists...."
,

(c) Identify each market or submarket as defined

in response to question 1(d) in which any action, enactment,

agreement or understanding listed in response to questions'

43, 44, or 45 had an anticompetitive effect.

State as to each market or submarket listed(d)

in response to (c) whether on the effective date of each'

action, enactment, agreement or understanding " sufficient

firm rivalry necessary for competitive markets" existed

or would have existed except for the action, enactment,

agreement or understanding. A separate response for each

market or submarket on each date should be provided.

~ Until the completion of our discovery, the
q'fg? (c) (d)

Department is unabl.e to evaluate the anticcmpetitive effcces
of the actions, agreements, and understandings in nuestion.

'

t

t

.

O

B

e

,, . - _.
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'

i

1

68. The Department has contended that "the same
,

:

kinds of transactions are carried out" through VACAR as
,

]
were forme:1y conducted through CARVA. (Tr. 492)

i (a) Identify and describe the xinds of transactions
under each arrangement which the Department contends are

|

; the same. ,

--...- - u -- =.m_ - - -
i ... _ . . . . . _ _ . ,____

i

!
.

4

i

68. (a) Forms of ccordinstion are found both under
.

the VACAR arrangements and the CSRVA Fool Agreement with the-

CARVA arrangement tending more touard power pooling. They
<

are significantly different in that the limited-eerm schedule:

,

of VACAR makes it an unattractive arrangement for small systems

as compared uith the arrangement for participation units

under CARVA. A more definitive ancuer to this cuestion cannot

be given until discovery is completed.- Not only must documents
,

i .

be examined, but uitnesses nust be deposed to see just how,1
!

in fact, the terms of these comple:: agreements have been I
4

i

: implemented.
.

,

,

0

*

1 .

.
9

- . _ _ _ _ _ - . - . . , . , ,.._m . n.-.m _ _ _ _ _ m,._
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1

1

!
1

! E. In the Oconee advice letter (p.2), the Depart-

I ment states " Duke now owns or controls substantially all the
a

water oowers [sicl in its area."

] (e) Identify the hydroelectric facilities in
a

1 the area now not owned or controlled by Applicant and
I

define the standards the Department applied in determining

that such hydroelectric facilities are not " substantial."

1

!

i

{
i
:!

.

:

8(e) The Department currently knows of no
'

| . , hydroelectric facilities not owned or controlled by the ~

,

Applicant in the area other than those facilities owned .

1

by Yadkin, Inc. We believe the Yadkin facilities have no
surplus power availab'le for central station service. *

, .

t

e

y , _, , ,__----r-- ,. _ , -
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Schedule A

With regard to the answers to the following

interrogatories, the Justice Department has indicated

that a response will be provided upon completion of
,

the Department's analysis of material currently in

its possession:

14, 24, 26 (b) (1) , 28, 38, 55(e), 67, 68(b)

71(b), 82 (a) (c) (d) (e) " supplemental" inter-

rogatory and supplemental responses 13, 16(f).

.
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j o . .

|

,

i

i

) ,

:

i
14.(a) Cite specifically each rate provision,

including any rate schedule filed b'y Duke with the Federal,

i

i Power Commission or any other regulatory commission, in

effect at any time from January 1, 1965, to date which thei

Department claims had "the possible effect of perpetuating
I the market allocation effected" between Duke and its wholesale ;

!
i

customers. (Oconee advice letter, p. 3) .

(b) State how each such rate provision specified.;

i
. in (a) had the effect or the possible effect of allocating

i
any market. The response should include, but not be

I limited to:
:

(1) the identification of each market as ;

;

defined in response to question 1(d) which has'

! '

been or may have been se allocated;
,

!

.

* f

|

|

_ . . _. . , _ _ - . . _ _ - _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . .
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j

4
-

32-5
-

I
a

(2) an identification as to each market:

|
i identified in response to (1) of all electric
g

entities other than Duke affected by such
;

allocation; and

(3) a statement describing how the provision

effects a market allocation.
;

I (c) State whether the Department contends that

I Applicant intended to perpetuate a market allocation by
imposing the rate provisions specified in response to (a) ;

(d) If the Department contends that Applicant,

intended to perpetuate a market allocation by imposing such

!
rates, identify the specific sources of information upon

,

which the Department relies in making this contention.
1

i

The D2part
nt is currently C.:amining changes in

14. ffect of<

Applicant's rate design t:hich Possibly had the elicant ena Its
perpetuating the co- het allocation betueen App-

Dr. He'schel Jones, the Deparecent,c
!

| wholesale customers.
is Presently en3mi"ing Applicant's rate- -

rate consultan~u,1

;
;

design.
,

d

,m._ m.- , , - - - _ - - .
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,

,'
;

.

!

4

|

! 26. on page 9 of the Reply of the Department
!

! of Justice to Applicant's Answer and Motion of July 24,
I
| 1972, the Department states " Applicant has refused and
.,

refuses to coordinate its nuclear generation expansion
:

{ program with its neighboring competitor utilities on non- ,

!
,

discriminatory terms." !'
!

; (b) Identify and describe each instance in which
1 :

j Applicant has refused or refuses to coordinate its nuclear j
'

t i<

i generation expansion plans with its neighboring competitor I
i

1 '
j utilities on nondiscriminatory terms. The response should
i

include, but not be limited to:

(1) the other utility or utilities involved, -

i

fhdh(b) (1) Applicant refused to coordinate uith the
:

;
South Carolina Public Service Authority (Santee-Cooper) unless

!

that utility at;rced to territorial limitations on its service
area so as not to compete at retail or uholcaale uith the

i Applicant. D: tails of these transactions are neu beingI

compiled as the Department examines the nearly 100,000 docu-
: nants produced by the Applicant in this proceeding and cahes:

further specific incitiry, Part of the D:partment's inauiryi

f hereto has been blocked thus far by Applicant's refusal to
.! supply materials it contends are protected from scrutiny under Il
'

the Moerr-Penninnten doctrine.

. , _ . . _ ,, - .-, - . . _ _ _ _ . _ , _ . . ._ , - __ __
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28. (a) State whether the Department will contend that

Applicant has refused to wheel power for any other electric

entity.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," identify

and describe each instance in which Applicant has refused

to wheel power for any other electric utility. As to each

instance, the reply should include but not be limited to:

(1) the other entity or entities involved;

(2) the specific wheeling transaction sought;a

(3) the representative or representatives

of Applicant involved;

I (4) the specific action or actions by which

wheeling was sought, the method employed in each'

action and the date of each action;

(5) the specific action or actions by which

Applicant refused to wheel, the method employed

in each action and the date of each action; and

(6) the sources upon which the Department

i
; relies in describing the instance.

28. Tite Dapartment precently believe: and proposes to4

show that Applicant has refused to wheel poner for EPIC, Inc.,
end Yankee-Dixie, Inc. Datails of these refusals to deal

are now being compiled es the Department examines the nearly

100,000 docummats produced by Applicant in this proceeding.
,

6
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.

38. The Department has indic-ted that it will-
,

contend that Applicant has imposed a " price squeeze" or

" rate squeeze" on its wholesale customers who compete with
15/

it for industrial loads.-~~
,

(a) State whether the Department will contend
,

J

that Applicant has imposed such a " price squeeze."

(b) If the answer to (a) is not "no,"

(1) state the date on which the squeeze

first arose;

) (2) identify each wholesale and retail

industrial rate schedule in effect at any

time since the date indicated in response to

I (1) which establishes rates which create or
,

contribute to the squeeze;
.

(3) as to each rate identified in response

15/ Reply Brief of the Department of Justice on Relationship
Between AEC's Proceeding . . . and FPC's Proceeding ..., dated
February 26, 1973, pp. 3-12.
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to 38(b) (2) , specify whether the said rate creates

the squeeze, contributes to the squeeze, or
evidences an intent to create a squeeze; and

(4) as-to each rate identified in response

to question 38 (b) (2) , state:

(i) whether the Department contends

that Applicant deliberately set such rate in
order to create a squeeze, and

(ii) whether the Department contends

that such rate is not justified by the principles

of cost of service utility rate making, stating

where the Department does so contend, the basis

for this claim.

(c) For each rate identified in response to ques-

tion 38 (b) (2) and for each of the 58 independent distribution
-

1
8

1

systems identified in response to question 4:

(1) describe specifically the load character-
!

istics (including billing demand, load factor and

any other assumption used) of the smallest new
industrial customer from which the system would be

unable to obtain revenues sufficient to recover

the cost of power;

(2) describe the formula or methodology by i

which the answer to 38(c) (1) was determined;

w.
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(3) state whether the formula or methodology

described in response to 38 (c) (2) would be used con-
t

sistently for any size load in determining whether

revenues would exceed the cost of power;

(4) if the response to 38 (c) (3) is not "yes",

describe any changes in the formula or methodology

for varying load sizes, and state the load size or

sizes to which each variation applies.

(d) Describe and define the standards by which one

can determine that margin over and above the cost of power

which is sufficient to recover all properly allocable costs of

serving a customer.

(e) Identify and describe all instances known to

the Department in which a wholesale customer of Applicant has

declined to serve a potential industrial customer or,has been

unable to serve an industrial customer because of an insuf fi-
cient margin between the rate it could obtain and the cost of

electricity obtained from Applicant. As to each instance:

(1) name the wholesale customer unable or

unwilling to serve and the potential industrial

customer involved,

(2) state the date on which service was

sought by or first discussed with the potential
0

industrial customer,



_ _ _
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(3) describe the anticipated maximum demand

and load factor of the potential industrial cus-

temer,

(4) list each factor known to the Department

to have been considered by either the wholesale

customer or the potential industrial customer

|in determining who the retail supplier should be,

(5) identify the sources of the Department's ,

!

information relied upon in describing each instance, |

and
|

(6) produce all documents pertaining to each ;

l

instance.

.

.

1
i

l

i

38. The Department is presently conducting an extensive

study to detcrmine if such a price scueene exists. An answer

to the cuestien will have to await completion of that study

thich is being conducted bv Dr. Herschel Jonas of the

engineering consulting firm of Cornell, Howlcnd, Hayes &

Merryfield (Scllevue, Ucchington).
:



6 . .

68. The Department has contended that "the same

kinds of transactions are carried out" through VACAR as

were formerly conducted through CARVA. (Tr. 492)

(b) Identify and describe each factor considered
,

in determining that the transactions carried out through.

VACAR are the same kind of transactions formerly conducted

through CARVA. In this connection, discuss separately the

apparent differences between the two arrangements regarding:

(1) membership.or participation,

(2) joint planning and coordinated development,

(3) charges for energy and accounting formulas,

(4) required reserve ,

(5) procedure in the event of power shortage, and.

(6) decision-making procedures and requirements.
.

[h(b) The rencons assected by Applicant cre discussed

in the deposition, taken by the Depart:scnt, of Applicant c
TheVice President for Systems Planning, Franc W. Bayer.

Depar tment must await the completion of its cy:smination of
the discovery documencs bafore formulcting its position regard-'

ing the role uhich these asserted recsons p;ayed in the

decision.

,

-- - _
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55. On page 10 of the Baker speech, an incident

is described as an instance of actual competition in which

" pressure from an alternative supplier had enabled muni-

cipal systems to secure lower prices and deliveries at higher

voltages than had previously been possible."

(e) Identify and describe any instances in

North Carolina or South" Carolina in which pressure from

an alternate supplier (including self-generation) has

enabled municipal, cooperative or other public power

systems to secure lower prices or deliveries at higher

voltages than had previously been possible. As to each

instance , the response should include, but not be limited

to:

(1) the entity or entities receiving the

y -

new advantage,

,/' (2) the date on which the benefit was first
received,

(3) a statement describing the basis on which

che Department contends the benefit had previcusly

been withheld,

(4) a statement as to the basis on which
the Department contends that pre'ssure from the

alternate supplier was responsible for the avail-

ability of the new advantage, and

(5) the sources from which the Department

obtained the information it relies upon in

describing the instance.

..

.

6
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. . ,

-

3 (c) Materials in the Duke disco eary documenos

indicate that Applicant has boca concerned uith the possibility
in order

.

of cooperatives suitching to scif-generation and that

to prevent the construction of such generation, Applicant

asy ilave priced pouer to these coops at below average cost.

Applicant has also profided transmission services to the

Southeastern Power Adc^nistratica at a rate uhich did not
provide a reasonable return ca inves tment in. order to prevent

SEPA from building its own transmission. Details of these

transactions are currently being compiled as the Department

completes its examination-of the Duke discovery documants.

The response will be supplemented in accordance with the

Atomic Energy Conmission Rules of Practice.

.
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|
71. In its Joint Petition for Leave to Intervene,

'
dated September 29, 1971 (" Joint Petition"), Intervenors

stated that " Duke, CP&L, SCE&G and VEPCO together monopolize

the generation of electric power over a substantial geographic
area in North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia." (p. 4)

(a) Does the Department agree with this contention

by Intervenors?

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no,"

(1) state whether the Department contends

that these four utilities have entered into a
conspiracy to monopolize electric generation;

(2) if the response to (1) is not "no,"
,

i identify and describe each incident relied

upon by the Department as constituting or evi-

dencing a conspiracy or possible conspiracy to

r.onopolize electric generation. As to each

incident, the response should include, but
4

not be limited to:

(i) the representative or representa-

tives of each utility involved;
,

(ii) the specific action or actions

evidencing an intent to monopolize, the method

employed in each action and the date of each
.,

action;

(iii) as.to each action listed in
I response to (ii), a quotation of the precise
;

words used by the representatives of the various
q

utilities that constitute or evidence a conspiracy
,

to monopolize or, if the Department is relying'

,

#

1

1

l
- - - . _ - . . _ .. _ - . _ _ . . . _ , , __ - . _ _ . . , _ ,
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on an account or accounts not including a precise

quotation, a quotation of the passage of

each account purportedly describing the

conspiratorial actions; and
(iv) the specific sources upon which

i

the Department relies in describing the incident.

(3) If the answer to (1) is "no," define and

describe each standard the Department uses in
,

determining that the listed utilities "together
monopolize" electric generation.

4

7/(b) The D2partmant is currently evaluating the

evidance as to uhather these four utilitics, during the

existence of the CAi;VA and thereaf ter, natuithstanding the
.

dissolutica of that pool, entered into a conspirccy to

conopolize electric generation by reaicting jointly all

|
reauests for coordinction from prospective competitors.

I

i
i

/

h

i
I

,

l

i

- - - - - - - - . _
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82. In the Initial Statement, Intervenors stated

" Duke has ... employed the substantial differentials already

existing in its own internal costing to skim the cream of the

retail market."

(a) Does the Department agree with this con-

tention by Intervenors? Unless the response is "no":

(b) Describe and define what the Department

contends is "the cream of the retail market." The response

should include the type of customer which constitutes "the

cream", the standards used in making that determination, and

the period of time involved. Where those standards are quanti-

fiable (e.g., load size, load factor, distance from existing

facilities), they should be express cd in numeric terms.

(c) As to each type of customer identified
,

in response to (b) :

(1) identify those costs (as defined in

the FPC System of Accounts) which the Department

contends were not but should have been allocated
J

.

to each such type of customer, and

(2) identify the customer cl ss or type

ofcustomertowhichthosecostswereaflocated
by Applicant.

(d) State whether the Department will contend

that the Applicant intended to " skim the cream of t'te retail

market."

(e) If the answer to (d) is not "no", describe

each activity of Applicant that evidences an intent to " skim

the cream of the retail market." As to each activity, the

response should include:

. .
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f

;

82. (a) The Department may agree with the Intervenors

that " Duke has employed the substantial differentials aircady ..

c::isting in its own internal costing to chim the cream of

the retail market." This is still under study.

(b) Large commercial and industrial loads are "the
,

cream of the retail market" because per unit distribution

costs are less. Prior to 1964, Applicant employed restrictions
,

:

in its contracts with its wholesale customers on' resales toj

large loads. Since 1964, Applicant has changed its rate
;

design,and these changes may have produced the same effect.

(c) The Department currently has this matter under

i study.

;
, The Department may contend that Applicant. ( d)

| intended to " skim the cream of the retail market." This
4

is still under study. .

(e) The Department currently bas this matter

under study.

.

'k

1

|

!

|

,

i

{
t

i
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13. (a) Identify the date and contracting parties

of each contract in which the Department claims Duke Power

Company and Southern Power Company allocated markets between

themselves and their wholesale customers (Oconee advice

letter, p. 3) and cite the specific provisions in each

I contract by which such allocation was effected.

(b) State as to each contract identified in'

response to (a) , whether the Department contends that such

contract is relevant in this proceeding and whether the

Department intends to present evidence on or inquire into

such contract.
.

.

y - - m , ,, +w - , 4 "w
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'

/

(c) As to each contract which the Department

contends is relevant and intends to present evidence on,

or into which it intends to make inquiry, state whether

the Department contends that such contract has a continuing
anticompetitive effect:

(1) if so, identify the market or markets

as defined in response to question 1(d) in which

that effect is felt, and as to each market,
;

state what that anticompetitive effect is and

how it can be detected or measured; |
,

'

l

(2) if any anticompetitive effect |
|

no longer affects any pertinent market, state

I when such effect ceased, the market which had

been affected, and the factors which resulted
'

in the elimination of such effect.
(d) Identify and describe each instance in

which Applicant specifically asserted such an allocation

identified in response to (a) in any transaction with any*

other electric entity or actual or pctential customer. The'

response should include, but not be limited to:

(1) the representative or representatives
i

j of Applicant involved;
'

(2) the other electric entities and actual
1
'

or pctu. tic' customers, and their respective

representatives involved;

__
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13. (a) The allocation of markets between Applicant

and its wholesale custcmcrs was accomplished by contractual

restrictions on end use and limitations on the size of retail
customars that could be served. The discovery documents

provided by Applicant indicate Applicant has compiled a list :

1of each such limitation,and that list is more complete than '

any other information in our possession.

(b) These contracts are relevant as an illustra-
tion of the effects on retail distribution when a vertically

,1

integrated entity has a monopoly of the wholesale bulk
power supply market.

(c) These contracts do not hav2 a continuing an ti- !,

competitive effe:t baccuac of Appliccat's agreement WILh the

FPC to terminate these contractual provisions.
'

(d) The Department currently kncNs of no such

assertion.

.

Cpp/emeht 14spus
'

. .

' 13. The Department is currently examining.

documents provided on discovery by the Applicant fo.r

examples of market allocations effected through contrac ,
,

tual restrictions on end use and limitations on the size
, . s
,

of retail customers that could be served.
l

.- . - - -
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I
h(e) State whether any provician in Duke's whol--...l_

I rate schedules or contracts in effect at any time from
{ to date, has discouraged any wholesaleJanuary 1, 1960,

customer of Duke from installing or operating generating|

|

capacity.

(f) If the answer to (c) is not "no," identify each

4

. electric entity which has been so discouraged and as to each:
(1) describe the specific generation

project or projects discouraged, ,

state the date on which each project(2)
4

was first proposed,
;

(3) identify the provision in the rate
I

schedule or contract which the Department claimst

had such a discouraging effect and state the
'

facts relied on by the Department in contending

that such provision discouraged each such project,
| including a description of each incident known
'

to the Department in which the provision was

cited as an impediment to any generation project,

and ,

(4) state the specific sources of thei

information the Department relied upon in
i

responding to this question. -

'

!

!

$u 6menN Rf5fW(f); 16 Th.e Department is currently examining
.

. .

,

documents provided by the Applicant for specific instances

where Applicant's wholesale rate provisions discouraged 1
'

i the installation of new generation-
.

;

I
'

- . ,- ,c, m,, , - - -- - .,.,,c - e . . .- . - - .. -- ,
.
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Schedule A
,

,

With regard to the answers to the following

interrogatories, the Justice Department has indicated

that a response will be provided upon completion of

the Department's " investigation" of the relevant area:
16(c), 25(d), 3 0 (d) (e) (f) , 54 [ contention not

yet " determine"] 60 (b) (c) [ Department presently

evaluating its position], and supplemental

responses, 25 (e) (f) (g) (h) , 26 (b) (2) , 41 (b)

(5) (6) [ Department has not " formulated its
;

intentions" here).

*

1

f

i

|

,

l

1

. _ . _ . . . . . . _ _ _ _ . - . , , _ _ __ _ _ . _ . _.
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~

[[(c) State whether any wholesale customer of
Duke has neen discouraged from installing or operating

generating capacity because of the ratcheted demand feature,
I

'

identified in subpart (a) of this interrogatory.

__.

*~

[ (c) Any' wholesale customer which has considered a

generation project has been discouraged from installing generating
Thecapacity because of the "ratcheted demand" provision.

Department is currently investigating the effect of this
It should be notedprovision on potential entrants.

that when Duke evaluated the possibility of entry into genera-

tion by others, it never " assumed that such systems would
1

f

obtain standby reserve sharing arrangaments uith Duke.

Rather Applicant casumed that a potential entrant would rely

on its wholesale-for-resale rate schedule containing the ratchet
.

|
demand feature.

}
[
,

i

e

J

-. . -- -. -. . . - - - - . ..- _ - - .
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in which
Identify and describe each instance25. its " market power

Applicant has used or attempted to use (Oconee advice"
i

to grant or deny access to coordinat on. be
The response should include, but not

letter, p. 2)

limited to: to (c) ,

as to each entity listed in response,

(d) ts in which Applicantd
a description of the incident or inci en

,

including:
i

granted or denied access to coordinat on, i
the representative or representat ves

(1) d, and

of Duke and of the other entity involve
the specific action or actions by

(2) h date

Duke which granted or denied access, t e
loyed

or dates of each action and the method emp

to take the action; ,

h (d) Ca August 20'' loS7> U' a publ1C nearing con- |
- .

'

ducted by the Atcmic Energy Commission Safety and I.icensino

Board in Unhalla, South Carolina, m. Jact Harris, City
.

-

u-

Attorney of stacOSville Nortb ".rolina, requested onm
a

percent undividabehalf of pied 3nt Electric Citics > In- , at5
05 course, Implicit in.-

Interest in Duke's Occuee u"ito.
.

,

fo ncorgInation necessary to-

OMCh a propogcl is O reGucst - -

of tb" 4ntended arran;; econ; 3,incure the technical fecsibility -

-
-

.s recuest uss roiected eb ~'~ dab- 1cter on September 1,-

1 u. -

1957, by Carl Horn, then Vice P ^ sic'en~e (rInance) and
-

*

Details of theGeneral Counsel of the Duke " rover Comp :ny.

-- - -
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a

recuest and subsequent rejection can be- found in the September 1, i
1

<

1697, letter from Horn to Harris which is Exhibit 9 in the ;

E,:hibits to the Initial Prehaarine, Statement supplied to |
'

/pplicant by.the Intervenors. Details 00 oral recuests fnr

coordination made by EPIC, Inc. , to the Duke Power Cc:npany

are currently being investigated by the Departmant.
' The City of Eclhaven and other cities in North and

South Carolina in the area served by wholesale by the Virginia

Electric Power Co., sought admission to the CARVA Fool. The

Duke Power Co:pany, acting through the Executive Committee of

CARVA Fool joined in denying Belhaven's request for coordina-

tion.

It is not surprising that requests for coordination
have not been numerous given the Duke Power Company's well-

known unwillingness to coordinate. See our ansvers to Cuestions

21 and 30. However, other requests for coordination b.ay be

uncovered as discovery progresses and the Applicant will ba;

notified of these requests in accordance with the Department's,

duty to supplement as outlined in the Atomic Energy Commission'si

Rules of Procedure.
I

1

4

, , - - -
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26. On page 9 of the Reply of the Department

of Justice to Applicant's Answer and Motion of July 24,

1972, the Department states " Applicant has refused and

refuses to coordinate its nuclear generation expansion

program'with its neighboring competitor utilities on non-
discriminatory terms."

(b'5 Identify and describg each instance in which
i

Applicant has refused or refuses to coordinate its nuc, lear

generation expansion plans with its neighboring competitor
utilities on nondiscriminatory terms. The response should

include, but not be limited to:
'~

~ (2)~~the facilities of Applicant potentially
involved in the coordination arrangement,

_

.

26(b)(2) Details of oral requests for coordina-

tion made by EPIC, Inc., to the Applicant are currently
.

-being investigated by the Department.
,_

_ _
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j3[2 (d) State whether, in the Department's view, Piedmont

Electric Cities, its constituent members, or any other group

or organization of municipals or cooperatives, ever proposed

to Applicant that they be allowed to purchase unit power from

any of Applicant's nuclear facilities.

(e) If the answer to (d) is not "no," identify the

specific letter or letters or oral statement or statements

or other communication that constituted such a request for

unit power. Such identification shall include the author or
spokesman making the request, and the group or organization

involved, the representative (s) of Applicant to whom the request

was made, the date on which the request was made, and the

substance, in detail, of the request.

( f) If the answer to (d) is not "no," identify the

specific letter or letters or oral statement or statements

or other communication that, in the Department's view, con-

stituted Applicant's response to the request. Such identifi-

cation shall include the author or spokesman making the

response, the date on which the response was made, the sub-

stance, in detail, of the response, and the person or entity

to whom it was made.

ffC (d) (c) (f) We have no haculedge of any recuest

of Appliccat ficr the purch. se of unit pous front any of its

nuclear facilitica. Houcrer, this natter is still undcr

inves tip,a tion . Supplem. .ite::ica of thin raquant in accordance.

uith Atcmi.c Energy Conissidn Rules can be expected if further

information is uncovered.
:



..

. . . .

:
4

41. In 'che Joint Petition of . Municipalities. .

for Leave to Intervene, dated September 29, 1971, it is. . .

stated that " Nuclear energy ... offers when utilized on a

large scale, a source'of energy lower in cost than any now

available to Duke." (p. 4)

(a) Does the Department agree with this contention

by Intervenors?

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," then:

(5) state what the Department contends is

the present " cost of energy" from the Oconee plant

and identify the source of the information used in

defining that cost;

(6) state what the Department contends will

be the " cost of energy" from the McGuire plant and

identify the source of the information used.in

defining that cost;

.

41(b)(5) (6) le Departcent has not formulated

contentions with regard to the " cost of energy" frc= the
Oconee and McGuire plants. We would exp.ect to rely on

current data supplied by Applicant in this regard.
O.

!
.

|

--. ._- _ _ .- --. _. . - , . .
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54. In the Kauper speech, it is stated that the

application of antitrust principles will lead to increased

efficiency in the electric industry and, in particular,

to savings in fuel. (p. 15)

(a) State whether those contentions will be made

in this proceeding.

(b) If the answer to (a) is not "no," describe |
i
,

and define the standards used in projecting increased efficiency
I

as a result of the application of antitrust principles in J

the electric industry.

(c) Apply those standards to each of the remedies

proposed in this proceeding.
:

(d) Explain as to each proposed remedy how it
.

will contribute to savings in fuel.

! 54. The Departmant has not yet determined whether these

contentions will be made in this proceeding. Houever, the
;

Da'partment does believe that the application of cntitrust

principles will lead to a core efficient allocation of
resources. The battery of remedies proposed in this proceed-

ing vill lead to increased efficiencies with access to the
regional power exchange for all actual and pctential suppliers

of bulk pouer. All suppliers desiring control over their
,

bulk power supply will be chle to inctall larger scale units
4

than they would otherwise usa. Larger units are a more

efficient source of energy for meeting neu leads in that they

have a better heat rate than small units. They are cheaper

par kilowatt and thus core e :Eicient in that they use. lecar

capital' resources to achieve the same cutput.

. _ _ - -
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60. The Department has stated (Tr. 14) "if

the competitive advantage becomes so much greater because

of the addition of nuclear power that it is a new kind of

competitive advantage" then the addition of nuclear power

plants may create a new situation inconsistent with the

antitrust laws.

I

(b) State whether the Department contends that
I j

'

a new situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws is t

created by the erection of the Oconee units, and, if so,
explain how a new situation is created through the application ;

j of the standards defined in response to (a) (2) .

(c) State whether the Department contends that

l a new situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws is
'

! created by the erection of the McGuire units, and, if so,

explain how a new situation is created by application of

the standards defined in response to (a) (2) .

.

|-

*
.

t

,-, n , , , - ,, -- , - - ,- --- , y
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25. Identify and describe each instance in which
,

Applicant has used or attempted to use its " market power

to grant or deny access to coordination." (Oconee advicei

letter, p. 2) The response should include, but not be

limited to:

a listing of any potential coordination rela-(e)

tionship in "the same area" to which Applicant has the power

to grant or deny access;
for each potential coordination arrangement

(f)

r

listed in response to (e), a listing of each electric entity
j

to which Applicant has denied access;

(g) as toteach entity listed in response to (f),i

a description of the incident or incidents in which Applicant-

denied access to coordination, including

(1) the representative or representatives
of Duke and of the other entity involved, and

|(2) the specific action or actions by

;Duke which denied access, the date or dates of

each action and the method employed to take the

action; and
i

(h) as to each section of this question, the speci-

fic sources of information relied upon by the Department in

responding to that section of this question.'

1

i
'

-,
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25 (e)(f)(g)(h) Applicant could coordinate its
.

facilities with the proposed facilities of EPIC, Inc.
Details of oral requests for coordination cade by EPIC,

i

Inc., to the Appli. cant.are currently being investigated
by the Department,

,
.

1

I e

i

.

i

i

!

!
'

i

!
a

J

.

!

t

.

(

i

|
|
|

_ _ , _ . - ._, _ __ _ ._
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t Schedule A

With regard to the answers to the following
,

interrogatories, the Justice Department has indicated
that the Department possessed no relevant information

" currently" (but might at a later time) :
13, 25 (c) , 32, 37 (c) (d) 58, 73;

and supplemental responses:

8(e), 41(b) (7).

!

l

)

.

1

.

j .

;

|

l

a

I

i

!

, .
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.

13. (a) Identify the date and contracting parties
of each contract in which the Department claims Duke Power

Company and Southern Power Company allocated markets between

themselves and their wholesale customers (Oconee advice

letter, p. 3) and cite the specific provisions in each
,

.

contract,by which such allocation was effected.'

(b) State as to each contract identified in
response to (a) , whether the Department contend.= that such

contract is relevant in this proceeding and whether the

Department intends to present evidence on or inquire into

such contract.
.

I

i

!

i

l
|
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(c) As to each contract which the Department

contends is relevant and intends to present evidence on

or into which it intends to make inquiry, state whether

the Department contends that such contract has a continuing

anticompetitive effect:

(1) if so, identify the market or markets

as defined in response to question 1(d) in which

that effect is felt, and as to each market,

state what that anticompetitive effect is and

how it can be detected or measured;

(2) if any anticompetitive effect

no longer affects any pertinent market, state

when such effect ceased, the market which had

been affected, and the factors which resulted

in the elimination of such effect.
.

(d) Identify and describe each instance in

which Applicant specifically asserted such an allocation

identified in response to (a) in any transaction with any

other electric entity or actual or potential customer. The

response should include, but not be limited to:

(1) the representative or representatives

of Applicant involved;

! (2) the other electric entities and actual
or potential customers, and their respective

I representatives involved;

,

|

._
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(3) the specific geographic area, class

of customers or individual application for

service involved;

(4) the specific actions taken by Applicant
that constitute the assertion of those allocations,

the date or dates of each action and the method

employed, and |

(5) the specific sources from which the

Department obtained the information upon which

it relies in describing each instance.
.



_ ~

. . , ,

i

13. (a) The allocation of narkets between Applicant

and its wholesale cuntomers was accomplished by contractualI

.

restrictions on end use and limitations on the size of ret' ail'

customers that could be served. The discovery documents'

provided by Applicant indicate Applicant has compiled a list;

of each such limitation,and that list is more complete than

any other information in our possession.

(b) These contracts are relevant as an illustra-
tion of the effects on retail distribution when a vertically

,

integrated entity has a monopoly of the wholesale bulk

power supply market.
, .

: (c) These contracts do not have a continuing anti-

compctitive effect because of Applicant's agreement with the

FPC to terminate these contractual provisions.

j (d) The Department currently knows of no such'

!

!
assertion. :a

.

1 |

|

!
.

- y- -, , , _ _ -_- , ,, -.,, , -r -- ea
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25. Identify.and describe each instance in which+

Applicant has used or attempted to use its " market power

to grant or deny access to coordination." (Oconee advice

letter, p. 2) The response should include, but not be

limited to:

(a) a definition of " market power";

(b) a listing of each existing or former coordination

arrangement to which Applicant presently has or has had the

J power to grant or deny access;

}
,

(c) for each arrangement listed in response to (b)

a listing of each entity to which Applicant has granted or

denied access to the arrangement, indicating as to each whether

access was granted or denied; ,

.

9

P

S
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. , , ,

!

,

jf(c) Duke has continuously, at 1 cast from January 1,

1960, denied access to coordination to all potential entrants
in its serv. ice area.to the wholesaic bulk power supply market

There are three e::ceptions to this stateraant that we are

currently aware of:

}
(1) A coordination arranger., ant with the South

Carolina Public Service Authority (Santce-Cooper) mcy have
,

,

been entered into by Duke on the condition that Santce-Cooper
-

4

i restrict its market area.
|

(2) The Southeast Power Administration (SEPA)
, ,

was granted access to limited coordination by Duke so as to
|

) prevent the construction of high-voltage transmission and

|
thermal generation by SEPA if access were denied.

(3) Yadkin, Inc., has been granted coordination;1

but it has no " retail customers" and serves only Alcoa's ,

;

i industrial needs.

|

t

!

.

i *

I

| . *

|

,
'

|

|
.

e , ~ , , , , , , . , . , - . - . . - - - - - - , - - , , - - , , - - - , . , -
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32. (a) State whether the Department contends that Appli-
i cant now is a party or has ever been a party to an interconnec-
;

tion or coordination agreement in which it agreed to jointi

)
ownership of any of its generating units with any other party,

or in which it agreed to sell unit power to any other party.
(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," identify.

and describe each such interconnection or coordination agree-'

The response as to each agreement should include, butment.'

not be limited to:
> (1) the precise name or title of

agreement and the partie:' thereto,

(2) the effective dates of the agreement,

(3) citation of the specific provision
or provisions, if any, by which joint ownership

is provided,

(4) the party or parties , if any, obtaining

a joint ownership interest, -

|
|(5) citation of the specific provision
1
'

or provisions, if ani, by which the sale of unit

power is agreed to, and-

(6) the party or parties, if any, entitled

to purchase unit power.

_- __ _ . .
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32. The Department currently has no knowledge as to

whether Applicant now is a party or has ever been a party to
an interconnection or coordination agreeir.cnt in ubich it

agreed to joint ounership of cny of its generating units
with any other party or in which it agreed to sell unit power
to any other party other than its oi, ligations under.the CARVA

agreement as detailed in enecuted Notices of Obligation.

These would include agreement for sale of unit power from

Oconce Nuclear Units 1 and 2.
:.

.
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hhf(c) Identify and describe each instance not described

in response to questions 22(c), 36 (a) or 57 in which,
in the Department's view, Applicant has engaged in conduct

constituting or evidencing a sham a empt to influence gov-

ernmental action in whole or in part. As to each instance,
~

:

the response should include but not be limited to:
,

(1) the subject matter of the governmental
<

action,

(2) the representative or representatives

of Applicant involved,

(3) other entities or persons associated with

Applicant, if any, and

,
(4) the specific actions or representations

constituting the purported sham, the method employed

in each action or representation and the date

or dates of each action or representation. As

to each action or representation that it is con-

tended constitutes or evidences a sham in whole

or in part,

(i) state each element of the action or*

representation that constitutes or evidences a

sham,

(ii) identify the source of the in-.

formation the Department relies upon in contending

that a cham was evidenced or perpetuated, and

(iii) produce all documents pertaining to

that action or representation and to the factual

basis for contending that it evidenced or consti-

; tuted a sham.

- .-- . , .
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:
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}}7(d) Identify and describe each instance not described

in response to questions 22 (c), 36(d) or 37 in which,
! in the Department's view, Applicant has attempted to deny
t

; others access to the legislative or adjudicatory processes.
i

As to each instance, the response should include but not be
) limited to:
-

1

(1) the subject matter of the legislativei

or adjudicatory process,,

!

; (2) the representative or representatives
.of Applicant involved, '

'

(3) other entities or persons associated with
j Applicant, if any, and,

! (4) the specific actions or representations.!
1

j constituting the purported attempt, the method employed ;
,

!in each action or representation and the date

or dates of each action or representation. As

to each action or representation that it is con-
I

tended constitutes or evidences an attempt to deny

access to the legislative or adjudicatory. process,

(i) state each element of the action or
representation that constitutes or evidences such
an attempt,

(ii) identify the source of the in-
|

1

formation the Department relies upon in contending|

,

- --. ,-: .- . , - , ,- e ..,--
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1

4
.

; that such an attempt was evidenced or perpetuated,
,

j and
4

) (iii) produce all documents pertaining to
,

that action or representation and to the factual
j

i basis for contending that it evidenced or consti-
t

tuted such an attempt.
,

!

.~

i

|

!

J

t

I
f

1 -

!
>

|

I

jfp(c) The Department has no knouledge currently of
,

conduct engaged in by Applicant which uould constitute a>

;

1

i cham attempt to influence governmental action.

(d) The Department has no knouledge currently of
,

any. attempt by- Applicant to deny others access to the legis-

| lative or adjudicative precessen.

!
!

9

1

;

- - - . , , , - - - . ., -
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58. In the Baker speech (p. 15), the Department

, states that long term, full requirements contracts in which

the supplier is a monopolist or a near monopolist are

" generally illegal."

(a) State whether the Department will contend

that any contracts to which Applicant is a party or has
been a party at any time during the period of January

1, 1960, to date are illegal, full requirement contracts.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," define
,

and describe the standards used in determining when a whole-

sale electric supply contract or retail electric franchise

is deemed " illegal."

(c) Identify any contracts entered into by Applicant

that are " illegal" under those standards. The response
|

! should include the caption or title, date and parties of

each contract.

i

;

SS. The Departr.rt curreatly hab.a of no contracto to

uhich Applicant is a pa -ty or has been a party at any time
:

during the period of January,1960, to the present uhich are

illegal Lccause they are full recuirement contracts,

i

_-_ _. _ ._ , _ . . . . . - - . . _ - .
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)
i

,

73.(a) Identify and describe in detail any;

i

j information known to the Department as to any instances
!

in which Applicant sought to affect the price of fuel for
i

'

j other operators of electric generation in North or South
!

Carolina. Such description should specify the sources
.

j from which the Department obtained its information.

i;
,

'

(b) Produce all documents pertaining to
i
: any instance identified in response to (a).
i

;

1

f

;
,

i
.

|

'
.

I

i

$
d

i

i

!
:
I -

1

73. The Department has no current knowledge as to any,

instances in uhich Applicant sought to affect the price of,

fuel for other operators of electric generation in I orth or
South Carolina,

I,
,

.

a

!

- . - . _ _ . _ _ . _ . . _ _ . . _ - _ _, _ _ _ . . - - . . _ -_
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'

8(e) The Department currently knows of no

hydroelectric facilities not owned or controlled by the .

Applicant in the area other than those facilities owned

by Yadkin, Inc. We believe the Yadkin facilities have no

Surplus power availab'le for central station service.

.

8. In the Oconec advice letter (p.2), the Depart- ;

1

ment states " Duke now owns or controls substantially all the

water oowers (sici in its area." '

Identify the hydroelectric facilities in(e)

the area now not owned or controlled by Applicant and

define the standards the Department applied in determining

that such hydroelectric facilities are not " substantial."

|'

1

|

_
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-

41(b)(5)(6) The Depart =ent has not for=ulated
,

contentions with regard to the " cost of energy" from the ,
Oconee and McGuire plants. We would expect to rely on *

'
current data supplied by Applicant in this regard.

(7) The Department currently has no knowledge
,

whether the " cost of energy" from future nuclear plants

(1978-1984) will be lower than the " cost of energy" from

the McGuire plant.

41. In the Joint Petition of . . Municipalities.

. for Leave to Intervene, dated Septe.mber 29, 1971, it is
. .

stated that " Nuclear energy ... offers when utilized on a |
|

large scale, a source of energy lower in cost than any now

available to Duke." (p. 4)

(a) Does the Department agree with this contention
'|

by Intervenors?
(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," then:

*

.

state whether the Department contends(7)'

that the " cost of energy" from nuclear plants to
i

be placed in service on the Applicant's system in
e

the period from 1978 through 1984 will be lower
than the " cost of energy" from the McGuire plant.

State the basis for the Department's position in

this regard; and

.. .

,- - .~ --g
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10. In the Oconce advice letter, the Department

states:
.

}

"Since Duke owns virtually all of the water
power projects on economically attractive
sites in its arca, other electric entities
seeking entry into bulk power supply cannot
resort to hydro-clectric production which
can be economically developed as isolated
projects not requiring interconnection with
other generating sources." (p. 2)

___

(b) Define and describe the standards the Depart-

ment used in evaluating what are " economically attractive

sites." These standards should be stated in terms that

will facilitate comparison to the standards used by the
8/

Army Corps of Engineers.

(1) State whether those standards correspond

precisely to those used by the Army in evaluating

the feasibility of hydroelectric projects;
_ w ;, ,-( , -.

(2) If the answer to (1) is not "yes," describe

each variation between its standards and those

of the Army and explain why the Department believes

its standards to be more appropriate.

.

8/ See Federal Power Commission, Development of Water Resources'
in Appalachia, Appendix B (Power Supply and Requirements) ,
June 1968.

1
,

|
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-

16, (b) Econo:nically attractive sites are those sites

uith suf ficient teater flow to be abic to racct the base load
and peakin,a, reauirements of a distribution system uith a

load factor of between 45 and 70 percent. The Amy Corps of

in preparing its cost-bencEit en 1ysis of hydro-Enginocrs

electric sites assumes the use of public capital at a subster.-

tially reduced interest rate .rcther 'than private capital.
The Corps also casumes thct coordination seith other systens

on reasonabic terms will be available.
The Departicent's

nnnivsis does not make the latter assumption.
< . , . . .

vjff m M /Z?| Y })LYI5 PAk
10(b)2. The Department believes that its

*

standards are more appropriate than those used by the
.

Amy. Corps of Engineers because coordination with other
'

systems on reasonable terms is not always available to an

entity constructing a hydroelectric site. The Amy Corps
.

of Engineers assumes such coordination is available.
_ _..

.

4

e
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j

13. (a) Identify the date and contracting parties
of each contract in which the Department claims Duke Power

Company and Southern Power Company allocated markets between

themselves and their wholesale customers (Oconee advice

letter, p. 3) and cite the specific provisions in each

contract by which such allocation was effected.

(b) State as to each, contract identified in

response to (a) , whether the Department contends that such

contract is relevant in this proceeding and whether the

Department intends to present evidence on or inquire into

such contract.

.

O

d

_ -
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(c) As to each contract which the Department

contends is relevant and intends to present evidence on

or into which it intends to make inquiry, state whether

the Department contends that such contract has a continuing

anticompetitive effect:

(1) if so, identify the market or markets

as defined in response to question 1(d) in which

that effect is felt, and as to each market,

state what that anticompetitive effect is and

how it can be detected or measured;

(2) if any anticompetitive effect

r:o longer affects any pertinent market, state

when such effect ceased, the market which had

been affected, and the factors which resulted

in the elimination of such effect.

(d) Identify and describe each instance in
,

which Applicant specifically asserted such an allocation

identified in response to (a) in any transaction with any

other electric entity or actual or potential customer. The

response should include, but not be limited to:

(1) the representative or representatives

of Applicant involved;

(2) the other electric entities and actual

or . potential customers, and their respective

representatives involved;
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(3) the specific geographic area, class

j of customers or individual application for

service involved;

(4) the specific actions taken by Applicant

that constitute the assertion of those allocations,
.

the date or dates of each action and the method

employed, and

(5) the specific sources from which the

Department obtained the information upon which

it relies in describing each instance.
.

f

.
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13. (a) The allocation of markets between applicant

and its uholesale customers was accomplished by contractual

restrictions on end use and limitations on the size of ret' ail
customers that could be served. The discovery documents

i

| provided by Applicant indicate Applicant has compiled a list.-

of each such limitation,and that list is more complete than

| any other information in our possession.

(b) These contracts are relevant as an illustra-
!

tion of the effects on rotati distribution when a vertically

integrated entity has a monopoly of the whoicsale bulk

power supply market.
)

(c) These contracts do not have a continuing pnti-

competitive effect because of Applicant's agreement with the
! i

FPC to terminate these contractua . provisions. |l

i
'

(d) The Department currently knows of no such

assertion. j

|

1

| |
: -

I

.

!

I ..m _ . _ - ____

, ..,---. , - - - . - m.. ,,
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20. The Department agrees uith the Intervenors that

" Duke has errected barriers to entry at the generation and
t

transmission levcis in an attempt to preserve its, monopoly."

The principal barrier to entry is the inability of a pctentini
entrant to gain access to the regional power exchange in the

A consequence of this denial of access is that allarea.

competing systems in the Duke service area had abandoned

their generation function prior to January 1, 1960. With

access to the regional power exchange, an entrant (1) can
I dispose of surplus energy, (2) can obtain needed supplies of

deficiency power, and (3) can.obtain needed transmissiont

services. Applican't's policy decision to wheel and firm

SEPA power insured the continuation of Duke's monopoly of
.!

transmission by foreclosing the construction of new publicly"

) owned transmission facilities. Other barriors to entry may
j

include (1) Applicant's vooing away of potential participants
i

in EPIC, Inc., and (23 Applicant's ratcheted demand provision
;

discussed in the Department's response to Question 16.

1

.

-

+ ,-pg
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22.(a) Identify the "[e}vidence" available to the
,

Department which "tends to indicate that on occasion Duke

has bluntly warned Noi-th Carolina municipal electric systems

that the efforts and funds that the latter could expend

in seeking relief before regulatory agencies would be

overwhelmed by Duke's resources and resistance." (Oconee
1

advice letter, p. 4) As to each piece of " evidence" available:
*

; .

(1) state whether it is contained in a
1

document or whether it was conveyed orally;

(2) if the statement was contained in a
document, furnish the document;

'

(3) if the statement was made orally, identify

by whom it was made, to whom it was made, and

when it was made.

J

|

!

!

|

)
4
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(b) Identify and describe each incident constituting
an " occasion" on which Duke has purportedly so warned North

Carolina municipal electric systems. As to each incident,

the response should include, but not be limited to:

(1) the representative or representatives

o'f Applicant involved,

(2) the municipality or municipalities in-

volved and the specific representatives of each

municipality involved,,

(3) the subject matter regarding which

the warning was purportedly given,

(4) the specific actions of Applicant

constituting the warning and the date or dates of
.

such actions,

(5) the precise words purportedly used

by the representative or representatives or,

if the Department does not rely on a purpcrted

.

4

4
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precise quotation, the exact language of each
account of each incident the Department relics

upon, and

(6) the specific sources from which the

Department obtained the information upon which
i it relies in describing the incident.

i
(c) Identify and describe each instance of

litigation or other attempt to influence regulatory action
which, in the Department's view, carries out any warning

given to a municipal customer by Applicant identified in

repense to (b). Such description should include:

(1) the specific incident or incidents

described in response to (b) at which the

threat carried out through the litigation or

other action was made,

(2) a citation to the litigation or other

action,

(3) a statement as to whether the litigation

or other action was a sham in the Department's
1

view, and

(4) a statement as to whether the litigation

or other action was an attempt by Applicant to

deny access to others to the legislative or

adjudicatory process.

(d) Produce all documents relating to the " evidence"

and incidents described in response to this interrogatory.
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22. (a) (b). The joint affidavit of L. C. Williams,

Robert Van Sleen and Robert T. Beck dated July 28, 1971,

describing a meeting called by the Duke Power Company in

Charlotte, North Carolina, on June 22, 1.967, is evidence which

| indicates Duhe representatives have " bluntly varned North

Carolina municipal electric systens that the efforts and;

funds that the latter could c:: pend in seeking relief before1

!
regulatory agencies would be overuhelued by Dake's resources

and resistence." As of July 28, 1971, Mr. Uilliams wasi

,

Director of Utilities for the City of High Point, North Carolina,4

Mr. Van Sleen van Director of Utilitics for the City of Shelby,

North Carolina, and Mr. Beck was Elcetric Superintendent of
!

the City of Lexington, North Carolina. The affidavit. states
in part:

' Such meetin~ was held on June 22, 1967, end a
1 large number of municipal officials were in atten-

dcuce, including the undersigned [Willicus,
Van Sleen, and Beck] and Dr. Hubert Plaster, Mayor
of Shelby, Mr. Phil Horton, III, City Manager of
Shelby, Hon. Robert Davis, Mayor of High Point,
Knox Walker, Esc., City Attorney of High Point,
Fred Swartaburg, City Councilman of High Point,
Hon. J. Garner Bagnal, Mayor of Statesville,
Hon. Eric Morgan, Mayor of Lexington. Many field
representatives of Duke Pouer Company were present '

along with officials of the company, including
Mr. Carl Horn, Jr. , then Vice President and General
Counsel (now President of the company), Glen A.

,

Coon, Vice President, Rates, Douglas W. Booth, then 'ni .

| Vice President in charge of Marketing, (nou Senior
Vice President in charge of Retail 0,erationsT ,'

E. R. Davis , and Uilliam H. Grigg, taen Assistant
General Counsel (now Vice President and General
Counsell. Messrs. Horn, Booth and Coan addressed
the meeting.

l

|

|
. __ _- - .-
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!25. (a) "flarket power" is an economic term used to

express the ability of a particular firm in a supply or demand
market to control price, output, and entry. Firms uith a

large degree of unrhet pouer in supply markets are said to

have monopoly pover. Those in demand marketn are said to

have monopsony power. Duke derives its extensive " market
i pover" from its monopoly of bulk power supply facilitics and
,

high-voltagc transmission. With this market power Duke has

the ability to prevent other electric utilities from cujoying
the efficiencies of large scr.le units--in the past Duke has

utilized its monopsony power through control over transmis-

sion to control unter power.i

(b) (1) The Duke power Company itself resembles a

coordinating arrangement through integrated ownership of bulk

power supply facilities. Through acquisition and merger, Duke

has foreclosed smaller electric entitics in its service area
'

from opportunitics to bargain for coordinating arrangements

uith the smaller systems uhich have been absorbed into the

present Duke pcwer Company.

(2) The CARVA pool.

(3) The VACAR arrangeecnts.

(4) Miscellaneous coordinating arrangements

with adjacent companies in contracts listed by Applicant in

response to Que: tion No. 12 of the Attorney General.

(5) Other coordinating arrangements may be

uncovered by the Department as discovery progresses.i

~. _ __
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;

(c) Duke has continuously, at least from January 1,

1960, denied access to coordinntion to all potential entrants.

to the wholesale bulk pouer supply market in its serv.ico area.

; There are three execptions to this statement that uc are

currently avare of:
:

(1) A coordination arranget.mnt with thc. South,

Carolina hiblic Service Authority (Santec-Cooper) may have

| been entered into by Duke on the condition that Santce-Cooper

restrict its inarket area.

| (2) The Southeast Pouer Administration (SEPA)
1

! was granted access to limited coordination by Duke so as to

prevent the construction of high-voltage transmission and,

i

thermal generation by SEPA if access were denied.

] (3) Yadkin, Inc., has been granted coordination;
but it has no " retail customers" and serves only Alcoa's

.

industrial needs.

(d) On August 29, 1967, at a public hearing con-

ducted by the Atomic Energy Commission Safety and' Licensing
|

| Board in Wahalla, South Carolina, Mr. Jack Harris, City I

Attorney of Statesville, North Carolina, requested on |

behalf of Piedmont Electric Citics, Inc., a 4 percent undividad
interest in Duke's Oconce units. Of course, implicit in

such a proposal is a renuest for coordination necessary to
1 insure the technical feasibility of the intendcd arrangements.

,

'
This recuent vos re.icceed three days later on September 1,

1957, by Carl Horn, then Vice President (Finance) and
1

General Counsel of the Duke Pouer Company. Details of the

.-- . . - - - . . _
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reouest and subsequent rejection can be* found ir, the September 1,

1697, letter from Horn to Harris uhich is Exhibit 9 in the
Eghibits to the Initial Prehenrina. Statorent supplied to

Applicant by the Intervenors. Details o? oral reonosts for

coordination made by EPIC, Inc., to the Duke Power Ccmpany,

are currently being investigated by the Department.
The City of Eclhaven and other citics in North and

South Carolina in the area served by wholesale by the Virginia

Electric Power Co. , sought admission to the CARVA Pool. The'

Duke Pouer Company, acting through the Executive Committee of

CARVA Fool joined in denying Belhaven's request for coordina-
'

tion. .

It is not surprising that requests for coordination
have not been numerous given the Duke Power Company's well-

known unwillingness to coordinate. Sec our answers to Questions

21 and 30. However, other requests for coordination may be

uncovered as discovery progresses and the Applicant will be

notified of these requests in accordance with the ucpartment's

duty to supplement as outlined in the Atomic Energy Commission's

Rules of Procedure.'. '

!

s- ')

Yif!{bG.%b!.- k%jW5E _

25 (c)(f)(g) (h) Applicant could coordinate its.

facilitics with the proposed facilitics of EPIC, Inc.
Details of oral requests for coordination made by EPIC,

~

Inc., to the Applicant are currently being investigated
by the Department. .'

i
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27.(a) State whether the Department will contend that

Applicant has ever refused to interconnect with any other

electric entity.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no," identify

and describe each instance in which Applicant has refused

to interconnect with any other electric utility. As to each

instance the reply should include but not be limited to:
(1) the other entity or entities involved;

(2) the specific types of interconnection
transactions or arrangements sought;

(3) the representative or representativesi

of Applicant involv'ed;

(4) the specific action or actions by which

interconnection was sought, the date of each

action and the method employed in each action;

(5) the specific action or actions by which
~

Applicant refused to interconnect, the meth'od

employed in each action and the date of each

action; and

(6) the sources upon which the Department

relies in describing the instance.

27. He ! maw of no instance where Duke has refused to

interconnect -Tor purposes of selling bulk pouer at uhelesale.

4
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47. In its ' Answer ... to Applicant's Motion to

Amend Prehearing Order Number Two,* dated July 30, 1973,

the Department statmd that " Applicant's prolific efforts

(regarding acquisition of other systems) are admitted"

and " Applicant (has engaged in) a concerted program to

acquire competing electric distribution systems in its

area." (p. 3) .

(a) List each acquisition or attempted acquisition

of an electric distribution system or a substantial part

thereof that the Department contends is relevant to this

proceeding and on which the Department intends to rely.

As to each partial acquisition, the msponse should indicate

the date of each acquisition. As to attempted acquisitions,

the response should include:

(1) the facilities involved,

(2) the date on which acquisition was

attempted,

(3) the specific document by which the

attempt was made or, if no such document is known

to the Department, the factual basis on which it

was concluded that an attempt was made,

and

(4) the date on which the attempt was

rejected or, if not expressly rejected, lapsed

and the specific document, if any, by which t:1e

attempt was rejected.

(b) As to each acquisition or attempted acquisition
t

listed in response to (a), state whether Applicant engaged

in any predatory or unfair practices in acquiring or

attempting to acquire the system or facilities.

(c) As to each acquisition or attempted acquisition



s
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for which the response to (b) is not "no," identify and

describe each incident that demonstrates that Applicant

engaged in predatory or unfair practices. As to each inci-

dent, the response should include, but not be limited to:

! (1) the representative or representatives

of Applicant and any other entity involved;
(2) the specific action or actions consti-

tuting or evidencing predatory or unfair practices,

the method employed in each action and 'the date

of each action; and

(3) the specific sources on which the

Department relies on in describing the incident.

; (d) As to each acquisition or attempted acquisi-

tion listed in response to (a) , state whether Applicant's

actions had an anticompetitive or monopo'listic intent.

(e) As to any acquisition or attempted acquisition

for which the response to (d) is not "no," identify and

describe each factor considered in determining that Applicant

had an anticompetitive or monopolistic intent. To the extent

that those factors include instances of conduct by Applicant,

the description of the factor should include, but not be

limited to:
, .

--
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for which the response to (b) is not "no," ident.fy and

describe each incident that demonstrates that Applicant

engaged in predatory or unfair practices. As to each inci-

dent, the response should include, but not be limited to:
(1) the representative or representatives

of Applicant and any other entity involved;
(2) the specific action or actions consti-

tuting or evidencing predatory or unfair practices,
the method employed in each action and 'the date

of each action; and

(3) the specific sources on which the

Department relies on in describing the incident.

(d) As to each acquisition or attempted acquisi-

tion listed in response to (a) , state whether Applicant's

actions had an anticompetitive or monopolistic intent.

(e) As to any acquisition or attempted acquisition

for which the response to (d) is not "no," identify and

describe each factor considered in determining that Applicant

had an anticompetitive or monopolistic intent. To the extenti

that those factors include instances of conduct by Applicant,

the description of the factor should include, but not be

limited to: ),

|
|
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(1) the representative or representatives

of Applicant and any other entity involved,
(2) the specific action or actions evi-

dencing an anticompetitive or monopolistic intent,

the method employed in each action and the date

of each action,

(3) as to each action listed in response

to (2), a quotation of the precise word.s used

by Applicant that evidences an anticompetitive

intent, or in the event the account or accounts

upon which the Department relies in describing
,

the conduct does not include the precise words
,

!

] used, a quotation of the portion of the account

or accounts relied upon as evidencing an anti-

competitive or monopolistic intent, and

(4) the sources upon which the Department

relies in describing the conduct.

( f) Provide all documents, not obtained from

Applicant in response to the Joint Document Request, relating

to Applicant's acquisition or attempted acquisition of any

electric distribution system or a substantial portion thereof.

|
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47. (a) The follouing accuisitions or attempted
accuisitions of electric distribution systems are relevant
to this proceeding:

(1) The attempt to accuire the Nantahala

Power & Light Company--offer made January 31, 1959; offer
expired after 1960.

(2) Pisgah Mountain Electric Company, acquired
on July 17, 1964

(3) Belton Light and Power Company, accuired-

on November 13, 1963.

'(4) Town of Ninety-six, accuired on October 1,
1969.

.

(5) Kersha Power and Light Company, accuired

August 17, 1970.

(6) City of Greenville and County of Greenville

(formerly Donnellson Air Force Ense), accuired May 11, 1964.

(7) Greenwood County,. accuired July 1, 1956.

(8) Clencen Agricultrual College of South

Carolina, accuired December 15, 1964.

(?T The' Electric Company, Incorporated, of

Fort Mill, South Carolina, accuired September 21, 1972.

(10) Applicant offered to buy the Laurens

Electric Cooperative, Inc., Brond River Electric Cooperative,

Inc. , Neuberry Electric Cooperative, Littic River Electric

Cooperative, Blue Ridge end York Electric Coop on August 20,

1963.
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(11) Applicant has offered to buy the South
Carolina Public Service Authority power complex in July,1964.

(12) Duke Discovery Document 75460 indicates

Duke's intention to purchase all 116 foreign systems in its
t

| area. This document is dated June 27, 1960, and is a memo

''
from Henry L. Cranford to Mr. P.'D. Huff.

(13) Other attempts to acquire competing retail

distribution systems and bulk power suppliers may be uncovered

as discovery progresses.

The trend of concentration of ownership recited

above shows hpu a monopoly of the bulk power supply can 1 cad

to a monopoly at the retail distribution level.
:

'

(b) Applicant has engaged in several kinds of

predatory or unfair practics in accuiring the above systems:
(1) A policy to refrain from coordination uith

1

existing or potential bulk pouer suppliers. |
.

(2) The construction of preemptive line's

against coops even though in areas where no current loads

served by Duke existed.
'

(3) A possible price saueeze in Duke's whole-

sale rate schedule which may have insured thbt competing i
1

systems would not be able to serve large industrial customers. {
|

See response to Question 38. ;

1

(4) Applicant's policy of determining new
|distribution delivery points for sales to REA cooperatives

and ownership of transmission for such delivery points.
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51. In the Oconen advice letter (p. 3 ) , the

Department states that Applicant's position regarding the
relevance of the financing and tax advantages available

to other actual or potential generation and transmission

systems in the Carolinas is "somewhat conflicting" with

Applicant's stated position regarding interconnection with

those systems (such as EPIC).

(a) State whether the Department is contending

that Applicant's stated position regarding interconnection

with other systems is a false statement of its actual policy.

(b) State whether the Department contends that

Applicant's stated position regarding interconnection is

deceptive.

(c) If the answer to .(b) is not "no," identify

and describe each element of Applicant's position that

is deceptive and every element of its actual position

whose exclusion from its stated position is deceptive.

(d) Unless the response to both (a) and (b) is "no,"

specify the sources of the information the Department

relies upon in contending that Applicant's position is

false or deceptive and produce all documents used by

the Department in responding to (a), (b) and (c).

(e) Define and describe the standards used

by the Department in concluding that Applicant's positions

are "somewhat conflicting" and describe the application
.

of each standard.

1

19/ Id. at p. 14.
,

ji/(d) Excmples of Applicant's refusal to coordin.ste

have been recited at icngth in our answo:.- to Question 34
,

l
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_ {ff (e) Identify and describe any instances inl

North Carolina or South Carolina in which pressure from

an alternate supplier (including self-generation) has

enabled municipal, cooperative or other public power

systems to secure lower prices or deliveries at higher

voltages than had previously been possible. As to each

instance, the response should include, but not be limited

to:

(1) the entity or entities receiving the

new advantage,
_ _ .

(2) the date on which the benefit was first
received,

(3) a statement describing the basis on which
!the Department contends the benefit had previously j

been withheld, j

(4) a statement as to the basis on which
the Department contends that pressure from the

alternate supplier was responsible for the avail-
ability of the new advantage, and

(5) the sources from which the Department
obtained the information it relies upon in |
describing the instance.

. . .

1

.
.

.

|

|

|

| *

.

e

w
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|

|
|

[f(c') Materials in the Duke discovery documents
.

indicate that Applicant has been concerned with the possibility

of cooperatives switching to scif-generation and that in order

to prevent the construction of such generation, Applicant

may have priced pouer to these coops at below average cost.

Applicant has also provided transmission services to the

Southeastern Power Administration at a rate which did not

provide a reasonable return on investment in order to prevent

SEPA from building its cun transmission. Details of these

transactions are currently being compiled as the Department

completes its examination -of the Duke discovery documents.

The response will be supplemented in accordance with the

Atomic Energy Commission Rules of Practice.

|

1
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56. On page 12 cf the Baker speech certain
" general principles" are set forth. Among these are

"Those who control a dominant power pool or generation

facility cannot refuse equal access to all systems."
(a) State whether the Department will seek to

apply that " general principle" in this proceeding.
(d) If the answer to (a) is not "no," define

and describe the standards used in determining what is " equal

access." In addition to the general description here sought,
state specifically:

(1) whether " equal access" can be provided

if a membership standard is imposed in a power

pool requiring a participating utility to have
available generating capacity of potential benefit
to other pool members; if not, why not; and

(2) whether equal access to a dominant generat-

ing facility or power pool can be provided through
a fair wholesale rate; if not, why not.

. .. .
. _ . . . .

. i

g'f (d)
Eaual access means necess on terms available

to utilities tho bargein from pcci. cions' of nearly coual strength
.

Eaual necess c;mnot be provided if a memLership atandard is
imposed in a pc cr pool cauiring n participating utility to
have available generating capacity of mutual benefit to

other ucabers in caual amounts uhore the systems are vastly
different in siac. A fair wholesale rate will.also not provida
equal access because a generating entity vill generally need

{ access to coordinating arrangements, not firm power.1
i
'

| .

|
t

,-
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59. In the Baker speech (p. 21) it is stated

in a discussion of the scope of S105c of the Atomic Energy

Act that " interconnection of units and coordinated development

is necessary to achieve economies of scale, and this applies

regardless of whether the interconnected units are the Applicant's

own or any other entities with which it is (or might be) inter-

connected."

(a) State whether the Department contends that

interconnection with other entities will be necessary in
utilizing the Oconee and McGuire units.

(b) If the response to (a) is not "no,"

(1) define and describe the stradards applied
'

in determining that inter-entity interconnection

will be necessary in utilizing the Oconee and

McGuire units, and

(2) describe each element of the factual

basis on which it is concluded that inter-entity
1interconnection is necessary in utilizing the Oconee '

r.nd McGuire units, and

(3) state the sources of the data used in

responding to (2) including, where applicable,

citations by title, author, date and production

number of relevant documents obtained from Applicant

in response to the Joint Document Request.

(c) State whether the Department contends in this
| |

| proceeding that the term " activities under the license" in-

cludes activities of other utilities that are interconnected
1

! with Duke.

.- - .
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(d) If the answer to (c) is not "no," name each

other electric utility whose activities the Department contends
are pertinent to determining whether " activities under the

license will create or maintain a situation inconsistent
with the antitrust laws. "

(e) If the answer to (c) is not "no," identify

and describe each activity that is pertinent.

(f) As to each activity listed in response to

(e) :

(1) identify each market or submarket as

defined in response to 1(d) to which it is

pertinent,

(2) state the time period (including any
prospective time period) during which it occurred
and/or will occur, and

(3) describe each factor considered in deter-

mining that it is pertinent to this proceeding.

I
!

i

.

&

--v . r=
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59. (a) (b) The Department has conducted no studies as

to the necessity fo'r interconnecting the Oconee and McGuire

units with other entities. Applicant's own system, developed

through accuisition and merger as well as internal expansion,

may be sufficiently large to sustain these units without

interconnection. However, as late as 1969, Applicant's

representatives were claiming that one of the advantages of

CARVA Pool was that it ma'dc possible the installation of

larger size units. Whether Applicant, in the absence of the
,

CARVA Fool or other strong interconnection vould have decided

to build the units is uncertain. It seems likely that having

a certain market for the surplus power frcm'those units made

Applicant's projections of the cost of future bulk pouer
supply more dependable and thus improved its competitive

position,
i

.; (c) (d) (c) (f) The Department doen not contend
J

l that "activitics under the license" include the activities of
I other utilitics interconnected uith Applicant. - ,

!

I

'

!

|

|

<

- -- .
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59. (a) (b) The Department has conducted no studies as

to the necessity fo'r interconnecting the Oconee and McGuire .

units with other entities. Applicant's own system, developed

through acouisition and merger as well as internal expansion,

may be sufficiently large to sustain these units without

interc o.nnec tion. However, as late as 1969, Applicant's

representatives were claiming that one of the advantages of

CARVA Fool was that it ma'de possibic the installation of

larger size units. Whether Applicant, in the absence of the

CARVA Pool or other strong interconnection vould have decided

to build the units is uncertain. It seems likely that having

a certain. market for the surplus power from' those units made

Applicant's projections of the cost of future bulk pouer

supply nore dependabic and thus improved its competitive

position.

(c) -(d) (c) (f) The Department does not contend

that " activities under the license" include the activities of
other utilitics interconnected uith Applicant.'

.

i
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60. The Department has stated (Tr. 14) "if

the competitive advantage becomes so much greater because

of the addition of nuclear power that it is a new kind of

competitive advantage" then the addition of nuclear power

plants may create a new situation inconsistent with the

antitrust laws.
. . - . . . . -

(d) If the Department states that the Oconee

and/or the McGuire units create a new situation, state the

significance for this proceeding of the creation of a new

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws rather than
the maintenence of an existing situation.

M(d) Applicant may have made rato concessions to

its wholesale customers to prevent their self-generation.

With the addition of nuclear power and the present supply
and the recent change in interest rate for REA cooperatives,

market in oil,/these concessio ns may no longer be necessary. .

66. (a) Defina the terms " regional power exchange"

and "sub pool" as used in the Transcript at page 492.

(b) Describe and define the stan'dards used to

determine whether a utility is a " regional power exchange"
or a "sub pool."

66. (a) A power c:: change is a market where various

kinds of coordinating pouer and caergy and transmission services

are bought and sold. A sub-pool is one portion of a power

c:: change; it might be considered a small power exchange.

(b) Coographic scopo is the principal standard

used to differentiate a pouer exchange from a sub-pool.
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!

69.Ca) State whether EPIC as presently planned
~

will be "a regional power exchange market" or a " regional

power exchange," as defined in response to questicn 66(a).

(b) Describe " Yankee-Dixie." Such description

should state the date and circumstances of commencement of

activities by this project, list all participants and the

dates of their participation as set forth in the plans

and actual operations of the project, explain the legal

and technical relationship between participants, and state

specifically the sources of the bepartment's information.

.. -, . - . . . - . - , . .

.

t

Inc., might be a regional power exchange69. (a) EPIC,

market.

(b) A description of Yanhec-Dixie, Inc., can be

found in the documents supplied to the Dapartment by the

, Applicant.
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74.(a) Describe each activity engaged in by

Applicant on the basis of which the Department alleges

or will allege that a situation inconsistent with the

antitrust laws has be'en created or maintained. The

response should include, but not be limited to:

(1) the time period in which Applicant

engaged in such activity,

(2) the nature of the activity,

(3) the basis for its being deemed "in-

consistent with the policies of the antitrust

laws,"

'

(4) the statute or policy with which it is

alleged to be inconsistent.

(b) As to each activity specified in response

to (a) , state whether the Department claims or will claim

that the granting of the licenses applied fer herein will

maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.
(c) As to each activity identified in response

to (a), state whether the Department contends that Applicant
deliberately sought to create "a situation inconsistent

with the policies of the antitrust laws.".
(d) As to each activity listed in response to

(a), to which the response to (c) was not "no," identify

and describe each incident or instance of conduct upon
which the Department relies in contending that Applicant

i
deliberately sought to create such a situation. As to '

each incident or instance of conduct, the response should

include but not be limited to: I

,

,



a ,

(1) the representative or representatives

of Applicant involved,

(2) other persons or entities involved,

(3) the specific subject matter of the

incident or instance,

(4) the specific action or actions of

Applicant demonstrating this intent, the method

by which the action was taken and the date

or dates on which taken,

(5) a statement as to each action describing

how the action demonstrates the intent, and

(6) the sources of the information on which
~

the Department relies in describing the incident

or instance.

.

|

|

\

a
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74. The Department contcuds that the activities under

the Oconee and McGuire licenses will maintain--i.e., continue,
,

carry on, support, sustain, uphold, keep up--and indeed exaccr-

bate an anticompetitive situation.

The activitics necessarily include the integration

of 5000 megauatts f nuclear power into Applicant's systemo

for marketing in the arca of the Piedmont Carolinas where
,

Applicant is located. That 5000 megauatts of nuclear power--

supported by the tying of Applicant's system into the regional
:

power exchange--will be the cheapest available pouer to serve
,

neu and growing loads in 1977. Such a 5000 negawatt generation

addition is hardly insignificant--33 percent of Applicant's

total generation capacity when installed, and an even greater

percentage of its baseload capacity (i.e.,. generating ubits

projected to operato nearly full time) . Installation of the

alrcady-applied-for Catauba units in 1979 and 1980 will

increase the percentage of Applicant's generating capacity

represented by nuclear units to 41 percent, and s'till further

installaticas of large-scale nuclear generation are anticipated

after Catauba.

. . _ _ _
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The low-cost, large-unit, baseload nuclear power

to be supplied by the Oconce and McCuire units will strengthen

and expand Applicant's system and the regional power exchange

of which it is a part. This strengthening and expansion will

increase Applicant's future ability to install and obtain
low-cost power from large units. Yet, concurrent with

Applicant's action of installing and planning to operate the
Oconee and McGuire units to' strengthen and expand its system

and the regional exchange and support its installation of the
Catawba units and further large generating units, the Applicant
continues to refuse reasonable access to the regional power

exchange by its potential competitors in the .uholesale-for-

resale firm-power market. It thus forecloses them from
'

applying for licenses to install their own large, low-cost,

baseload nuclear generation--and from obtaining the benefits

of the nuclear technology developed by the Fed,cral government--

and it denies them the lou-cost pouer they will need to compete

with Applicent's Cconee and McGuire power in supp1'ying the

rapidly grouing electric recuirements of the Piedmont Carolinas

and to support their own subsequent competitive installations

of large generating units. . Construction and operation of the

Oconee and McGuire units and marketing of the power from those

units through integration into Applicant's system and the

regional pouar c:: change demonstrably furthers Applicant's

monopoli::ation of the uhob.; ale-for-rcsale firm-power market--

thus maintaining and exacerbating a situation c1carly inconsis-

tent with the antitrust laus.

_
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74.(a) Describe each activity engaged in by

Applicant on the basis of which the Department alleges

or will allege that a situation inconsistent with the

antitrust laws has been created or maintained. The

response should include, but not be limited to:

(1) the time period in which Applicant

engaged in such activity,

(2) the nature of the activity,

(3) the basis for its being deemed "in-

consistent with the policies of the antitrust

laws,"

(4) the statute or policy with which it is

alleged to be inconsistent.

(b) As to each activity specified in response

to (a), state whether the Department claims or will claim

that the granting of the licenses applied for herein will

maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust. laws.
(c) As to each activity identified in response

to (a), state whether the Department contends that Applicant
deliberately sought to create "a situation inconsistent

with the policies of the antitrust laws."

(d) As to each activity listed in response to

(a), to which the response to (c) was not "no," identify

and describe each incident or instance of conduct upon
which the Department relies in contending that Applicant

deliberately sought to create such a situation. As to

each incident or instance of conduct, the response should

include but not be limited to:
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11. Provide all documents referring to or relating

to each of the contracts, rate schedule provisions or rates

identified in response to questions 8, 9 or 10, or to any
4

generating facility identified in response to questions 9(e)

and 10 (b) .
1

.

11. Intervenors are constrained to object to this ite:/ unless seme

rea anable limiLatio.1 of its breadth can be iir.poseJ. The rerpunsas to

Itau 3 - 10 necesurily includa reference to all of /.pplicant's wholesale
,

_

i and retail industrial and large general service rates over the past 14 years.

"All documents refarring to or relating to" each of these would constituta a

massive quantity of material, much of it unrelated to the nore or less

specific issues raise! in Items 3, 9, and 10. So far as the documents we

have referred to spec.i. ically are concerned, many of them are containad in I

| Applicant's document production and are so cited. The others are Applicant's

: own rate :-nedules and wholesal.e power contracts, which are presumably still

in its possession. Copies of cited parts of the eqtion in FPC Decket

flo. E-7720, referred to in, the response to Item 8(b), will be furnished,:

'

if required, althcugh as stated above this document should be in Applicant's

possession. Otherwise, the Item is objected.to as unreas,onably burdensome
_

and overbroad.
|

- .- .- - , -- . - . . . . . .
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21. Counsel for the Intervenors has contended that

Applicant has facilitated Yadkin Incorporated's " access to

things very advantageous to it." (Tr. 431-433). Identify. . .

and describe each transaction, arrangement or term (such as ,

the sale of off-peak power or the sale of dump power) between

Yadkin, Inc. and Applicant to which Intervenors statement

refers. As to each transaction, arrangement or term, the

response should include, but not be limited to:

(a) The name or title and date of each agreement

in effect at any time since January 1, 1960, and the specific

provision or provisions of each agreement that reflects the

transaction, arrangement or term involved;

(b) A statement describing each factor considered

in determining that the transaction, arrangement or term is

relevant to this proceeding, and

(c) A description of all incidents, if any, relating
t

to the transaction, arrangement or term which affect the

' relevance of such transaction, arrangement or term to this

proceeding.--5/

~~5/ As to each incident, the description should include, but
not be limited to, (1) the representative or representa-
tives of each entity involved, (2) the specific action or
actions of each entity that affect the pertinence of the
aspect to the proceeding, the method employed in each
action and the.date of each action, (3) a,s to each action
listed in response to (2), a statement describing each
factor considered in determining the action as it affects
the pertinence of the aspect to this proceeding, and (4)
the sources used by the Intervenors in describing the
incident.

|

|

_ . - . -
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;!1. Applicaat's arrans.;ement. wiui Yad|:in are coniai>:nd in fspplicant';

li'c R ite Schedule I!o.11. */ Uc refer in carticuler. to Service Schedulas A,

C, and C attached thereto, v;hich provide respectivaly for Emargency Service,

Surplus and Dump Dargy, and a group of services including F.aintenance Powar

and Energy, Of f-peak Power and Energy, and Int.:rnittent Power and Energ e.

Thesa' arrangements are rele'vant to the present procc ling because they exemplify.

the kind of coordinating arrangements which Applicant has withheld frota othar

systcms, and in particular from those , systems which compete with it (as Yadkin,

being a generating subsidiary o. ALC0A, does not).

He may note that the arrangements between Applicant and Yadkin have

recently been made the subject of a rate proceeding at the FPC. We understand
,

that the changa involved is the addition of a 15 rra firm capacity commitment-

in addition to the other services ~ offer 6d to Yadkin. FPC Order, Docket No.

E-8032, issued 1 June 1973, page 1. Intervencrs have not further studied

the mattars included in that FPC docket.

.

.

s

1
|

|
,

1

~'/ TUte that tnis is the nu.nbar assigred by the FPC; this rate scheduie is |
~'

not tha seca as Appi,,imt's " Rate Schedule 11", which is for wholescle '

service to 'rurai electric cooperati'.es.

.

e
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25. (a) State as to each of the rollowing activitius

theof Applicant whether the Intervenors will contend that
activity was a sham attempt to influence government action, or

sham litigation:

(1) Duke's opposition to the 1952 appropria-
tion for the Southeastern Power Adminis-
tration.

(2) Opposition to the 1953 appropriation for
the Southeastern Power Administration.

*

(3) Applicant's activities at any time re-
garding the Carter's Island-Trotter
Shoals Project on the Savannah River.

(4) Applicant's attempt to obtain regula-
to y approval for its acquisition of
the Nantahala Power & Light Company.

(5) Applicant's efforts to dissuade North
Carolina municipalities from partici-
pation in EPIC.

(6) Applicant's submission of an applica-
tion for a license for a hydroelectric
project on the Green River (FPC Project
No. 2563) and opposition to the appli-
cation for a hydroelectric project
submitted by EPIC (FPC Project No.
2700).

(7) Applicant's statements (e.g., testimony
of Carl Horn, Esq. before the North
Carolina Utilities Commission, Inter-
venor's Exhibit 14 to the Initial State-
ment; " Bond Prospectus, dated August 5,
1970," Intervenor's Exhibit 15 to the
Initial Statement) anticipating the
likelihood of Duke litigation regarding
EPIC.

(8) Purported statements by Applicant re-
garding anticipated litigation concern-
ing wholesale rates, made on June 22,
1967.

(9) Applicant's support in 1959 for terri-
torial limitations upon the operation of
the Tennessee Valley Authority.

(b) As to each item listed in (a) for which the

response is "no", describe the significance for this proceed-

ing, if any, of the activities of Applicant described by the

item.



_

. .

(c) To the extent the response to any item listed

in (a) is not "no," identify and describe each factor considered

in determining Applicant's activities with regard to that

item which constituted a sham.

(1) To the extent the factors include actions
of Applicant, the response should include, but not

be limited to:

(i) the representative or representatives

of Applicant and any other entity involved in

the action;

(ii) the specific action or actions'that

the Intervenors contend demonstrates the existence

of a sham, the method employed in each action,

and the date of each action;

(iii) as to each action listed in response

to (ii) a quotation of the precise words relied

upon as demonstrating the existence of a sham

or, if the Intervenors relied on an account or

accounts that does not include a precise quotation,

the text of the account or accoQnts of the statement

relied upon; and

(iv) the specific sources the Intervenors

rely on in' describing the statement.

(2) As to facts that are derived primarily

from objective data about Applicant's operations,

the response should include, but not be limited to: i

I



. t

,

(i) a specification of each item of

data relied upon and the source from which it

is obtained; and

(ii) a statement outlining the analysis

by which it is concluded that the data demonstrate

the existence of a sham.

(d) State as to each of the activities cited in
the numbered clauses of subpart (a) of this question, whether

the Intervenors will contend that the activity was an attempt

by Applicant to deny access to others to the legislative or
adjudicatory process.

(e) If the response to (d) is not "no," identify

each action or representation by Applicant that it is con-

tended constitutes or evidences such attempt. As to each

action or representation which allegedly constitutes or evi-
.

dences such attem,rt:
.

(1) state each element of the action or
representation that constitutes or evidences :

l
'

the attempt by Applicant to den'; access to

others to the legislative or adjudicatory process,

(2) identify the source of the information j

the Intervenors rely upon in making these conten-

tions, and i

I

(3) produce all documents pertaining to j
|

Ithat action or representation and to the factual
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. .

|

|
|

basis for contending that it evide'nced or consti-
,

tuted an attempt by Applicant to deny access to

others.to the legislative'or adjudicatory process.

(f) If the response to (d) is not "no," state

whether Applicant intended by its activities to deny access

to others to the legislative or adjudicatory process.

(g) If the response to (f) is not "no," state

which activities or what incidents the Intervenors contend
demonstrate such intent.--6/

6/ As to each activity or incident, the response should in-
clude, but not be limited to, (1) the representative or--

representatives of the entities involved, (2) the specific
actions taken by Applicant, the date or dates of each ac-
tion and the method employed, (3) the precise manner in
which the incident demonstrates the intent to deny access
to others to the legislative or adjudicatory process, and'

(4) the specific sources from which the Intervenors ob-
tained their information.

.

O

4

.

4

7

.

4
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25. (a),(b). -

(1) and (2) These legislative activitics may have been a " sham"
:

attc;/pt to influence governm:ntcl action undertaken "to cover what is actually

nothing more than an attempt to interfore directly with the business relatien-

ships of a competitor and [to which] the app'lication of the Sherman Act would

be justified." Eastern Railro.kl Presidents' Conf. v. t!oerr !4ctor Freight. Inc. ,

355 U.S. 1,27, 144 (1961). They may also show 'the ch.aracter and motivacion of ,

other actions of Applicant.
,

. (3) Intervenors cannot presentl'y determine whether this action
i

was a sham.
I
;

fio, but th' atteb1pt itself was.anticompetitive in des.ign.i (4) e
:
1

(5) Yes. These activities, in the first place, are not even
'

protected by the fineer and Penninaton ddctrine. Geo. R. Whitten Jr., Inc. v.

Paddock Pool Builders, Inc., 424 F.2d 25 (CA 1, 1970). Even if they were not
i within the Paddock case, thef would still, in Intervenors' vicu, be within

I the " sham" exception to tioerr. .

(6) Applicant's request for a license to construct a project on

the Green River was not, to '.he best of Intervenors' knowledge, a sham. Its

t opposition to the EPIC application for a preliminary permit may have constituted

a sham. The Federal Po,:ar Ccanission ruled (EPlc, Inc., Project ilo. 2700,

Order issued 31 January 1972, page 4): j
-

.

* * * intervention in this proceeding was granted to Duke |

Power Coqqany.
, )-

i

The matters raised in the petition to intervene relate |
to the construr. tica of the prcgn cd project and arc appropriate I'

for consiMatica in a proce2 diag for an application for liccnse . . )
atid tat in a preccading for a prclininary permit, the purpose,

of which in noitsi above.

.

1

I

I

.
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( 6 cent'd) ,

While the FPC's rejection of Applicant's arguments admittedly do% not

establish that the intervention was a " sham" iri the floerr-Penning.'on sensa,

it is one indicaticr that, taken together with certain of the arguments thea-
'

'selves, such was Applicant's intentfon.

. (7) The statements referred to do not themselves constitut2 a ,

" sham'i in the sense of vexatious and repetitive litigation, bpt they convey

the intent and design of Applicant to pursue such litigation. iir. Horn's

1970 statement to the riarth Carolina Utilitic commission was, however, a

direct approach to a body which will eventually have to consider certificate

applications filed by EPIC and may constitute an attempt to influence that

oudy by announcing in advance a course of complete opposition to the project.

All of these statements are appropriate,to sho$ the nature and intent of

Applicant's other activities.

(8) These statements may have been attempts to influence directly

the business acisions of its retail competitors, which in Intervenors' view

constitutes a " direct inter ference" in the ficerr sense. The statements in

question were made to a group of r.unicipal officials including representatives

of High Point, Lexington, and Shelby (Intervanors herein) and Statesville

(formerly an Intervencr). In addition, these tatements show the intent and

naturc of other activities of Applicant (including 7.1 intent to engage in

vexaticus 'and repetitive litigation and thereby deny Intervenors access to the

judicial and administrative proc. s).

(9) Interver.ucs are not aware of any indication that Applicant's

support for the 1959 Ti A legislation was a sham, and do not expect to make

this contenticn.

(c) Matters discussed hereunder have the same numbacs as in (a)-('o),

above.

.

a
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(P6cos.t'd)

(1)-(2) There are tuo co:npatitive relationships involv.ed in the

appropriations controvarsy respecting the 1952 and 1953 SEPA proposals:

(I) Applicant's relationship with SEPA as a competing supplier of wholesale
.

firm power, and (2) Applicant's relationship with Greenwood County Electric

i Power Commission as a retail distributor of po.ver As regards the first,
,

Applicant's vice president, Mr. Cocke, told the Committee in the 1953 hearings
*

(Intervenors' Exhibit 3 to :'11tial Prehaaring Statement, at 1542):

We feel that SEPA's continued insistence on an appropriation
for this and other transmission lines; its request for funds to
purchase firm straa-ganerated power for resale, thus filli~ng out
the irregular hydr; power produced by the Government hydroalectric

,

plants, and thereby depar'#og, from the mere marketing of energy
,

. produced at novernment da. into the broad activity of engaging
,

in the busi, .ss of purchasing and selling electricity as a business
enterprisa; and finally SEPA's effo to start the line to Greenwcod
County in disregard of the instructions frem Congress with reference
to use of the 1952 appropriations .for this line, all show a plain
intent on the part of SEPA and the Interior Department to build -

an clectric * unsmission network in the southeastern pa?t of the
United States and operate a tax-free Federal power business in<

comaetition with private taxpaying utilities.<

As to the second relationship, Mr. Cocke in 1952 made the following staterc.ent

(Exhibit 2 to Initial Prehearing Statement, at 1030):
.

|
Senator ELLEfiDER: How much further would you be affected

; if they were to connect with the present facilities in Green-
|

wood? You do not have any there now? .

I Mr. C0CKE: We have some facilities there. We have got some
'

custcmers out there in the immediate vicinity.

Senator ELLEilDER: You are afraid by permitting the 'construc-
tion of this line it will further decrease your business in regard
to Clark |lill?

.

f Mr. C0CKE: It probably would. j
.

The Intervenors' belief regarding the purpose of this opposition is'
i

also confirmed by a statement in the Duke Power Magazine, which was the subject j

fof a part of the recent deposition of Mr. J. P. Lucas, Applicant's Vice Presi-
l
1

dent for Public Af fairs. A citation to the page and exhibit iumber will ba |
1

.

.

e
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(?5 cont'd) ,

i furnilhed when Intervenors' copy of the transcript of this deposition isI

delivered.

(3) Until completion of discovery, Intervenors cannot supply the
.

.

answer to this part. ,

i .

(5) The various municipalities' participation in EPIC is a business
.

relationship wir which Applicant's campaign was a direct interference. Both ~

EPIC and the municipalities concerned are ccmpetitors (one potential, t.ie'

,

others existing) of Applicant in the wholesale and retail markets respectively.

As stated above, Intervenors believe the " sham" :octrine to be inapplicable to
;

~

any event to these incidents. But Exhibits 10-12 to the Initial Prohearing.

Statement are such direct interferences with the relationship referred to

that, in the absence of such distinction, they.would fall within the " sham"
,

exception. ,

(6) See the discussion of this item in part (a)-(b) above.

(8)' The intent of these statements appears to have been to dissuade

the municipalities concerned from contesting Applicant's rate level. This
,

was an attempt to control directly business decisions on the part.of the ,

municipalities. This intent appears from the following portion of Exhibit 18
,

to the Intervenors' Initial Prehearing Statement:

; Mr. Horne [ sic] said that the $200,000.00 budget considered by the
cities was grossly inadequate for prosecuting a rate proceeding and
all subsequent court appeals, and that a rato proceeding would cost
the ' cities at l<.ast twice that amount, or $400,000.00. Mr. Horne

;

predicted that proceedings at thirtcen administrative and judiciel'

levels would be required before final decision in any rate complaint
proceedings inatituted by the cities. He predicted that five to
sev'en years would be consumed by these proceedings, ar.d stated that
at the conclusica of all this the original data would be obsolete
and the citics would be in the position of having to start all over
again factually. lie said, to our best recollection, " Duke ct ;not
make any reduction in rates to uunicipalitics, and will fight as long'

! and hard as possible."

,

.

.
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(2ii cont'd)

The Mr. Ilorne referred to is l*r. Carl !!orn, Jr., at that time Vice President

and Ger.eral Counsel of Applicant. Other officers of Applicant who were present

are identified in the Exhit,it.

(d) flone of these incidents was itself an attempt to deny access to

the adjudicatory process. Interver. ors are not clear as to what Applicant

r.:. ans by " access * * * to the legislative * * * process", and request.

clarificaticn thereof.

*

.

.

.

$

.

.
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28. In the Initial Statement (pp. 6-7), it is
. imposed a price squeeze upon the muni-stated " Duke has . .

"
cipal systems. . . .

State the date on.which the squeeze first arose.(a)
Identify each wholesale and retail industrial(b)

rate schedule of Applica,nt in effect at any time since the'
-

date indicated in response to (a) which establishes rates

which create or contribute to the squeeze or which evidence an
)

intent to create a squeeze;
(b),As to each rate identified in response to

,

(c)

specify whether the said rate creates the squeeze, contributes

to the squeeze, or evidences an intent to create a squeeze.
As to each rate identified in response to(d)

state whether the Intervenors contend that such rate
f

(b),

is not justified by the principles of cost of service utility
rate making, stating where the Intervenors do so contend,

the basis for this claim.j
Unless no rate has been identified in response1 (e)

as evidencing an intent to create a squeeze, describe
to (c)

I each incident relied upon as demonstrating an intent to impose
,

a price squeeze, including:
the representative or* representatives of(1)

Applicant or any other entities involved;
i

. k
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.

(2) the specific customer or customers, if any,

involved;

(3) the specific action or actions evidencing

an intent to impose a price squeeze, the date of
each action and the method employed;

(4) as to each action listed in response to (3),

a quotation of the precise words used by the repre-
sentatives of Applicant that evidence an intent to

impose a price squeeze or, if the Intervenors are

relying on an account or accounts not including a pre-

cise quotation, a quotation of the passage of each

account purportedly describing the conspiratorial

actions;

(5) as to each action listed in response to (3),
a statement listing each factor considered in deter-

mining that the action evidenced an intent to impose

a price squeeze; and

(6) the specific sources upon which the Inter-
i

venors rely in describing the incident.
(f) For each rate identified in response to (b) and

for each Intervenor:

(1) describe specifically the load character-
istics (including billing demand, load factor and

any other assumption used) of the smallest new |

industrial customer from which the system would be

|
|
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I

r

unable to obtain revenues sufficient to recover
|

the cost of power;

(2) describe the formula or methodology by

which the answer to (1) was determined;

(3) state whether the formula or methodology

described in response to (2) would be used con-

sistently for any size load in determining whether
revenues would exceed the cost of power;

(4) if the response to (3) is not "yes",
describe any changes in the formula or methodology

for varying load sizes, and state the lo-d size or
.

sizes to which each variation applies.

(g) Describe and define the standards by whi.ch one

can determine that margin over and above the cost of power

which is sufficient to recover all properly allocable costs

of serving a customer.
-

(h) Identify and describe all instances known to

the Intervenors, or any of them, in which a wholesale customer

of Applicant has declined to serve a potential industrial

customer or has been unable to serve an industrial customer
because of an insufficient margin between the rate it could

obtain and the cost of electricity obtained from Applicant.

As to each instance:

(1) name the wholesale customer unable or

unwilling to serve and the potential industrial

customer involved, |



, .

(2) state the date on which service was
or first discussed with the potentialsought L3

industrial customer,

(3) describe the anticipated maximum demand

and load factor of the potential industrial cus-

tomer,

(4) list each factor known to the Intervenors
to have been considered by ;ither the wholesale

customer or the potential industrial customer in

determining who the retail supplier should be,
(5) identify the sources of the Intervenors'

information relied upon in describing each instance,
.

and

(6) produce all documents pertaining to each

instance.
. . . .

.- . . . . . . . . . .
~~ -. - .

.

l

.
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! 28. (a) Intervenors believe that the squaeze has existed at 1. at

since 1 January 1960. .

.
(b),(c) The wholesile rate to municipal customers, generally

i
'

identified as Rate Schedule 10, and the retail industrial rate (Rate 1) and
;

the large general service rate (Rate GA) in effect in ." orth Carolina, are
,

those v,hich create, contributes to, and evide'nce intent to create, a price

squeeze.*/

(d) This subitem is ambiguous, in that it assum.es the existence

; of only one set.of cost of service ratemaking principles, which are not

further defined. Unless Applicant will state with more particularity the

principles it is r.ere invoking, Intaenors will object to the question.
"

There is, however, one respect in which the relationship between Applicant's

wholesale and retail rates is indefensible under any set of rateciking

principles with which Intervenors are acqu'ainted. That is the fact that no

fuel adjustment clause has been imposed on the retail class, whereas such a

clause was put into effect in Applicant's whole_ sale rate proceeding in FPC

Docket fio. E-7720, and is still in effect.
'

(e) Please refer to Item 8(c) for the details requested herein.

(f) So far as such studies and investigations have be i pe-forr.ed,

they have been incorporated in Electricities' testimony and exhibits in the

several FPC rate cases */, all of which material is already in Applicant's

hands. Intervenors' expectation would be that the method there employed would

be used for any size load.

. -

*j "1" and "GA" are the presem designations of these rates. He are ref >rring,
of course, to the rates themselvas throughout the period in question,

j/ FPC Dockets l'o. E-75',/, E-7720, and E-7094.
'

,

e

.

4
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(g) See previous subitem.

(h) Collection of information on this point is not yet completed.

L'e will furnish details of any such instance as a supplemental response as
.

soon as they are availabl,e.
'

u -

32. The Department of Justice has indicated thz.:

actions by the North Carolina Utilities Commission and the
South Carolina Public Service Commission may have been in

contravention of Federal law.-8/ Do the Intervenors agree with

this contention by the Department? If so, identify and describe

each action of either Commission that the Intervenors contend

contravenes Federal law. As to each action:

(a) Cite the docket number and the date of the final
decision or order in the said docket;

(b) Identify the parties, if any, to the proceeding

leading to the action;
.

I

8/ Justice Reply Brief of July 24, 1972, p. 10. |
!

l

l

(c) Specify (by precise citation, if possible) i

the provisions of the action that contravene Federal law,

and

(d) Cite the provision of Federal law contravened. |
1

i

!

!
'

|

.
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J U , %. (a) Except for those ins tances identifi'.:d in re-/p

sponse to interrogatory 35, state uhether the Intervenors con-

tend that Applicant has ever entered into, proposed or agreed

to an agreement or understanding to allocate wholesale or re-

tail customers or to allocate the right to serve wholesale or

retail customers on a teiritorial' basis. The response need

not include allocations which purport on their face to be pur-

suant to the North Carolina or South Carolina territorial assign-

ment laws.
. _ _ . . . . . . _

.

~- ] b) If the answer to (a) is not "no'', identify and

describe each agreement or understanding or proposed agreement

or understanding so, allocating territory or customers on which
the Intervenors will rely in this proceeding.

(1) As to each allocation by formal agreement

the response should include, but not be limited to:
..-..-:........w.

_ ,

_
_ _ _ . . _ . .

(ii) the other entity or entities entering

into the agreement, or if not executed, contemplated
_

!

as entering into the agreement, and
,

- - - -- - - -
.... . _ _ . ... - .--- -

_ _

.

.

Intervu. ors da not interpret the Departmant's brief as chargirti32.

that actions of the i| orth Carolina and South Carolina Copaissions have

vi iloted federal 1 n' -
.

I

-|
i

.
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33 1/7.. [ Note: This question and the next were both nim.bered "36"

in the Interrsptorics as subnitted. We have renumbared this question to

avoid confusion.]

(a) Yes.

(b) (i) Beginning in July of 1962, Blue Ridge Electric Membership
,

Corporaticn attempted to initiate a wholesale power supply-

i arrangement with Appalachian Power Company. Applicant was

notified of this attempt and its Executive Vice President

wrote to Appalachian stating, inter alia: ,

This is one of the largest cooperatives in our area>

and we have had good relationships throughout a,

number of ars. I believe it would help, when ycu
reply to ~ is letter, to suggest that they contact us
for thei further power supply.

.

It is Intervenors' understanding that Appalachian and
.

Applicant arranged for Appalachian to make this sale for

Applir.un 's account. The documents illustrating this

transaction are numbers 80,394 through 80,409. See also

numbers 22,611 - 22,630.
~

This transaction antedated the florth Carolina terri-

torial legislatia of 1965.

(ii) With respect to a subdivision near the City of Albemarle'

(an Intervenor herein and wholesale customer of Applicant),

Applicant's responsible officer recom. mended that the company

not assist Albe.marle in securing the subdivision in competi-

tion with Carolina Power & Light Compa'ny. This recenendation

is conta.ined in docue.ent number 16,185, and is claborated on

in the dwosition of lienry L. Cranford. (Transcriptpage

citation will be furnished when Intervennrs receive their

copy of the transcript.)
'

- - .- .- ,
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(iii)
In its uholesale power centracts with some o'f its custo:.:ers,

Applicant inserted li:aitations on resalc which had the ef fect

. of ellocating retail customers to it. Thase limitations are

discussed in ite:a'S above.

(c) All docuennts of v:hich Intervanors are presently aware that have a

bearing on this itca are from Applicant's document production and have been

cited above.

37. In the Answer of the Cities to Applicant's. . .

Motion for a Protective Order, dated July 30, 1973, (p. 2),

it is suggested that " Duke is willing to pay more than a rea-

sonable price for the facilities (of other suppliers of elec-
tricity) in order to prevent their acquisition by a consumer-

"
owned competitor. . . .

(a) State whether the Intervenors contend that Appli-

cant has paid more or offered to pay more than a reasonable

price for the facilities of any other supplier of electricity,
and if it is so contended, list each supplier for whose facil-
ities an excessive payment has been made or offered.

(b) As to each supplier of electricity which is

listed in response to (a), state:

(1) each objective or motive that Intervenors
,

|contend prompted Applicant to pay more or offer more
)

than a reasonable price for the facilities of the

supplier; and

(2) describe the factual basis for attributing |

each objective or motive to Applicant. To the extent

that this factual basis includes statements made by
.
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.

Applicant, the response should include, but not be

limited to:

(i) the representative or representatives

of Applicant making the statement,
(ii) an identification of the specific docu-

ment in which the statement was made, or, in the

event that the statement was made orally, the occa-
,

sion on which the statement was made (including the ,

l

place and date of the statement and those to whom )

the statement was made), ,

1

(iii) a quotation of the precise words |

used by Applicant that demonstrated the objective
or motive, or in the ew.$nt the Intervenors relied

upon an account or accounts which does not include
- |

the precise words used, a quotation of the account |
|

or accounts upon which the Intervenors relied, and

(iv) the specific sources upon which the

Intervenors rely in describing the objective or
.

motive.

(c) As to each supplier of electricity listed in

response to (a) , describe the formula or methodology by which

it was determined that the price paid or offered was more than

reasonable.
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37. Th.: qualed statarent '...s made in a dinrcussion of the pendin i

proc.* h'res for di .pesal of the cicctric and othar utility properties new,

:-
owned b3 the Univ rsity of Marth Carolina at Ci;apal !!ill. These procedures-

have not, thus far, advanced sufficiently f,:r Intarvenors to dotarr.ine whether

Applicant intends I:o offer mora than a reasonable price of the Chapai flill

systcm.

He may also note that, at. Applicant's request, the discovery docum.ents

dealir.g with this transaction have not been mde available to Intervai: ors.

See Prehcaring Order 7, issued 9 August 1973, at page 6.

.

38. (a) As to each market defined in response to
i

question 1, state whether the Intervenors contend that the

flow of resources is free of distortions despite the existence

of special financing assistance (such as low interest loans
or tax exempt status for interest paid on borrowings) avail-
able to some other electric entities or the complete,or part'ial

tax exemption of those entities.

(b) As to each market defined in response

to question 1, state whether such distortions would result
from that special assistance and tax exemption, if the relief

sought by the Intervenors is granted.

(c) If the answers to (a) and (b) are not "no,"

describe the distortions that arise and state their signi-
,

ficance for this proceeding. If it is contended that these

distortions have no significance for this proceeding, state

the basis for that conclusion.

_ -
. _ , .
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33. Intervemars balinv7 t h.tt the extr tence of "special fin.:::cing
,

assistance (such as lort intorast leans or tax cxc:rpt status fcr interest
:

paid en borrowingi) * * * or cagleta or partial tax exc;:ption" !s entiraly
~

irrelcvant to these proccadings. The existence of any such financing ,and

tax arrangements i not a defenn to allegations of anticompetitive conduct.

Given the lawful existence and use of such financing r::cthods and tax

policies, Intervenors see no reason to characterize the resulting ficw of

resources as " distorted", but in any event, they object to the entire , item

on grounds of relevancy.

41. In the Initial Statement (pp. 5-6), Intervenors
J

state that an appropriate remedy would include "[rlequiring

Duke to treat intervenors, and any other entities which enter,

or propose to enter, the bulk power market, as coequals with

rightful access to all aspects of the wholesale power market."

(a) Define and describe the standards used to deter-
mine whether an entity is a " coequal". In addition,to the

general description here sought, state specifically:
(2) whether " rightful access" to a dominant

generating facility or power pool can be provided

through a fair wholesale rate;,if not, whr not.
(b) Define what is meant by the term " rightful

access".
.

6

-
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41. (a) In ceneral, access to the r;hoicsale power market as a

cocqual i.giics at css to the regicnal power exchan'ge market and to the

wholesale firm pa.cer :.arket as a seller. It incit:Jes participation in all

existing pooling and coordination ar.angements on the saine terms as the

existing mcmbers, and implies such rcasonable expansion or alteration of the

structure of such arrangements as may be neccssary.

(2) This subitem cannot be answered unless Applicant will define

mo're precisely what is neant by a " fair" wholesale rate.
'

Intervenors will object to it unless it is so restated.

(b) Rightful access is that at. cess which is enjoyed by a party

having coequi, status.

(.) Intervenors believe that cny other degree of access woulo

constitute, crima facie, a situaticn inconsistent with ":e antitrust laws.

It is axicmatic thai. v:here coir. petition exists, as Intcrvcnors believe tint

it dces in the t halesale powar markets, the ccmpetif. ors shculd start from a

pesition of equality. The policy of the antitrust laws is 'to promote this

ideal situation ty preventing artificial rastraints imposed by~ one competitor

on anuther.

.

I

.

.
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(d),(e),(f) The policy of Applicant, alone or in conjunction with
'

others, appears to have been to 'excitda any and all publicly c.,ned pcwer

systems froa the CARVA Pool. This policy is discussed' fully with citations
i to documents in the response to Item 51.

The p: ;iIion stated by Mr. liicks, an office of Applicant, with respect

to interconnection with EPIC (see response to Item 19) also ranks as a

refusal of access to a pool, since such access is icpossible without inter-

connection. -

.

The SERC Agreement (see Item 23), being inconsistent [sith the standard5

explained in (a)(i) above, also meets this criterion, if SERC is considered -

by Applicant to be a " pool" for purposes of this question.
,

> '

,

Consistently with the views expresseil in (a) through (c) above,
:

Intervenors regard these incidents as denials of access inconsistent with
*

.

; the antitrust laws.
|

;

it is stated " Petitioners'In the Joint Petition, f42.
t pompetitive I

ability to offer electrical energy at retail ra es I

. dependent on their oppor- fis .
with those of Duke

.. . .

. nuclear elec- ,

[ equal] access to . .

tunity to enjoy . . .

tric generation." (p. 5)
l 3

Define and describe the standards used in deter-(b)
In addition to the general"

mining what is " equal access.
state specifically:

description here sought,
whether equal access to nuclear electric

(2)

generation can be provided through a fair whole-
' sale rate;

.

.

.

, - - -
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42. (a) l'uclear generatica is new the lowest ccst method of pcwer
,

generation available for new constructicn. Applicant is hcavily ccmmitted

to a program of nuclear gcneration, as its lice-se applications for the

Oconee, l'cGuire, and Catawba Plants de:ronstrate. Intervenors must sell

electricity at retail in competition with Applicant, and cannot, obvicusly,

succeed in doing so if the cost of electricity to them is higher than the
n

(internal) cost of electricity to Applicant's distribution systems. As
,

more nuclear capacity isNdded to the Duke system, this situation becomes

increasingly exigent.

Uith respect to the Oconee and McGuire Plants in particular, the

exceptionally low costs projected for them add still more to Applicant's

competitive advintage.
,

(b) In the pleading quoted from by Applicant in this inter-

rogatory, Intervenors described their prcposal to own a " fair share" of the

plants in question as an arrangement whereby they wculd purchase fr/ m

Applicant a share of the ownership and capacity of the plants, and

* * * acquire, by purchase, construction, lease, contract
or otherwise, any and all reasonably required or appropriate
subsidiary or additional facilities so as, fully and fairly,
to integrate themselves and their fair share of these facili-
ties into the electric generation here involved.

(Joint Petition, page 5.) The fair share referred to is a share bearing

the same proportion to the Intervenors' total load es the licensed facilities

bear to Applicant's total . load. . Intervenors would bear the full investment

cost of their share. This arrangement, together with ancillary arrangements

as described in Part VI of the Intervenors' Initial Prehearing Statement
.

(pages 13 et seq.) wculd constitute " equal access" in the present context.

(1) This subitem appears to refer not to " equal access" to the plants

sc~ "ically here in issue, but to power pools generally. The answer is

.ingly, the sama as in Item 41(a)(1).c.
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61. (a) The structure and operas. ion of the electric industry in

the Curolinas prior to 1 January 1960 is relevant, in Intervenors' vic.1,
'

t on the structure existing as of that dcte.
) only insofar as it sheds li 3

4

Intervenors do not c:gect to present evidence on or inquire into the pre-

1960 catt2rs described in this item.

(b) Intervenors object to this part of Item 61 as overbroad

and unreasonably burdenseme. The den:and for all documents, withcut

) limitation to any particular utility or utilities and apparently without
.

.

any limitation as to tice, bearing on the structure or operation of the> ,

industry in the Carolinas is precisely tha sort of swecping request which
~

is inapprcpriate at this stage of discovery.
63. Provide all documents in the possession of any

of the Intervenors regarding:'

(a) The sale or possible sale of the facilities of

any Intervenor's or other municipal or cooperative electric

system or any substantial portion thereof to any other electric

entity, including any documents pertaining to the possible dis-
,

)
continuance of electric operation by any Intervenor or otheri

municipal or cooperative electric systcm;

(b) The acquisition of electric facilities by any
,

Intervenor or other municipal or cooperative electric system

from Applicant or any other investor owned utility;

(c) (i) The intent with which rate levels or design

were initiated or maintained by a wholesale customer of Appli-
!

cant or (ii) the contemplated affect of such rate level or |

design, and

(d) Electric service franchises for service at retail
and any applications, renewals or terminations thereof.

i
.

-.r n -- .- , - . . , - - ,, - ,
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63. This item is objected to on the, grounds stated under Item 60.

In arMition, we . hay point out that the scope of this item is particularly, and

irrelevantly, broad: Itcallsfor"alldocuments***rpgarding"salesor
'

acquisitiens of facilities by any municipal or cooparative system to or from
,

'

any other systdm.
. -
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